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•omPthing right by not doing
anything.

Davies renovation bill is law
Ambrosia
Writer

Bv John

siaff

It looks like Davies Gym will fmally get its long-

awaited facelift.
Gov. James R. Thompson allowed a $3.34 million
renovation bill to become law by failing to take action
before Thursday night's signing deadline. according to
Keith Sanders. SIU-C governmental relations officer.
L'nder the Dlinois Coostitut;on, a bill not signed by the
governor within 60 days of legislative passage becomes
law.
Thompson will hold a press conference at to a.m.
Friday at the Southern Dlinois Airport to
ceremoniously sign HB 3290, and to explain his reasons
for supporting its passage, Sanders said. The bill
passed the General Assembly iD June.
The governor's action came as a mild surprise to
some University officials and state legislators, according to Sanders, because Thompson had consistently stifled attempts to allocate fiD!ds for the
project in recent years. Attemp&s to pass a bill to aid the
deteriorating gym began iD 1969.
Thompson vetoed Davies Gym bills in 1m, 1978 and
1979. He also dropped the renovation plan from the toppriority list of higher education capital improvement&
in 1979, after $1110,000 for renovation studies bad been
approved by former Gov. Dan Walker in 1976, Sanden
said.
-Vice Chancellor James Brown said, "I'm ecstatic
over the news that the biD wiD be approved. This is
something we've worked for over a period of months.
The building has been put at the very top of our priority

list. It's a very important item to U!l."
Rep. Bruce Richmond, D-Murphysboro. who introduced the special Davies legislation in the Holl!le,
said. "Naturally I'm pleased with the governor's
decision. It is definitely for the best of SIU."
Sanders said be is fairly confident that Thompson will
release the funds from the Illinois Capital Development
Board in the very near future, so work on the 5&-yearold gym can start in late fall_

"That buildinJ! u:ould hat·e
deteriorated further, possibl_Y
to the point of real danller."
-Rep. Bruce Richmond.
The funds will be used to restore tbe structure's
plumbing, paint, lighting system, ventilation system,
faculty offices, roof and gym floor.
Sander said most of the planning bas been completed
because planning funds bad been released earlier.
This was the second time this year that Thompson
bad considered the Davies renovation. In March, the
governor dropped the proposal from the higher
education capital improvements top-priority list.
Following that action, the legislature passed the bill
which became law Thursday.
The increasingly deteriorating state of the structure

housing women's intercollegiate athletics and physical
education was probably the most influential force
behind Thompson's approval, Sanders said.
.. I think the governor realized how serious the
problems in the gym were and acted accordingly," he
said.
Among the problems hampering activities in the
building are structural wP.akness, flooding, ceiling and
floor wear, faulty ventilation and air conditioning and
what Sanders called "a dangerous problem with the
electrical system."
Sanders said the money was badly needed and added
be was glad the funds were available this year and
didn't require another year's wait.
"Needless to say we're all delighted. If it hadn't
passed, we would have to have waited and put it back at
the top of the priority list next year."
However, Richmond thinks Sanders may have IDIderestimated the importance of passing the bill this
year.
"That building would have deteriorated further,
possibly to the point of real danger," be said. "Plus
we're saving the taxpayers money by repairing it DOW
instead of waiting for it to completely faD apart and
have to spend $20or $30 million on a new facility.
"It also strikes a blow for the equality in men's and
women's sports because it will bring up the level of the
women's facilities. It is difficult to field a good atbletics
program if the facilities are poor, and DOW this
renovation should take care of that problem," Richmond added.
<Continued on Paille Zl

Jobless rate
up 3 percent
in two months
By ~an Athans
Staff Writer
Newly-released Illinois
Department of Labor statistics
show almost a 3 percent increase in unemployment rates
throughout Southern lllmois in
the last two months.
Of seven Southwestern
Illinois counties. Jackson
County ranks sixth in unemployment with a June rate of 9.8
percent. a 2.9 percent increase
since April_
Jackson County unemployment rates are based on the
number of unemployment
claims filed at the Murphvsboro
Job Service office, not through
telephone sur>t:vs. and results
for one month s claims are not
available until about six weeks
later. Telephone surveys are
used to compile national
figures.
_9f those in Jackson County
f1lmg unemployment claims in
July, 64 percent had a collegelevel education and 13 percent
had 16 ~r more years of school,
accordmg to David Koch, labor
market economist for the
Department of Labor. ·
About 2 percent bad seven
years of education or less and 21
percent had at least some high
school education.
The other five counties with
higher unemployment than
Jackson have rates rangin(l
from about 11 percent to as high
as 20 percent.
The June rates are:
Alexander 20.3 percent, Pulaski
19.5 percent, Massac 11.9
percent, Union 11 percent,
Perry 10.7 percent, Jackson 9.8
percent, and Randolph 8.4
pPrcent
Jackson is the only county in
c("ontinuPd on Page- 31

Staff Plloto by Melanie Bell

Harness racen from around the world are iD Da Quota
preparing for tbe final Du QuoiD raaaiag of the prestiJioas

Last Hambo
The 55th annual Hambletonian
Trotting Classic will run its last race at
the Du Quoin State Fair racetrack on
Saturday. Legislation has been passed
to create a new harness race for
Southern Illinois. But, can tbe state
legislate the prestige and tradition that
the Hambletonian bolrJs?
-Page 5

Hambletonian. A look at the hehiad-the-scenes story of the
'Great Race' lit featured Ia Focus. beginning 011 Page 5.

She lot·es horses
~ie graduated from twa colleges,

was m the Navy during World War 11
and worked in a brokerage house until
one day a friend let her walk a horse.
She loved il Now she's 60 years young
and a groomer on the harness racing
Grand Circuil
-Page 13

Settin!l the odds
Who's responsible for the betting
odds at the rat"etrack '? At a track that
mes the pari-mutuel betting system,
you, tbe bettor, set the odds. A bet
placed on a UH longshot could change
into a 3-1 favorite.
-Page 7

Stable fire classified as arson
Hy :\ndy Strang

although they say it may have
been started accidentally.
Detective Robert Hopkins. who
is investigating the fire for
University Security. said that
police consider as arson any fire
that is ignited by something, as
opposed to a fire caused by
spontaneous combustion. a fire
caused by heat or a chemical
reaction.
One of the three buildings of
the old Saluki Stables on West
Chautauqua Street caught fire
at about 11 p.m. Aug. 25. The
stables had not been in
operation si!!Ce 1973, and were
being used to store old

Slaff Writf"r

~~fu~fe ~~~~bt!tro&:'! ~e~~
classified as arson by SIU-C
1

ta ;~~d~lf!o~~~~~f~~s~~:r.

said he doubts if the cause of the
fire will ever be determined.

w~~a~!'!r~e: fY~f~;!i~mO:!

Biggs said. Officials have
determined that the fire started
in a loft in the stable, but the fire
left the building "too destroyed
to find out anything," Biggs
said.
Police call tt.e fire arson.

newspapers
and
farm
machinery at the time of the
fire.
An investigator from the
Illinois Fire Marshal's office
and the Carbondale Fire
Department are still working
with SIU police in investigating
the fire. Police said they do not
have any suspects.
Before the fire, police had
received complaints from
neighborhood residents about
young people who used the
stable for ~rties. Witnesses to
the fire sa1d a stable door that
was normally closed was open
at the time of the fire.

Students still in temporary hottsing
By Scott Canon
Staff Writer
University Housing has
moved about half the residents
in temporary housing into
permanent residence hall
rooms, but 74 students still
remain in temporary housing,
according to Sam Rinella.
director of University Housing.
Rinella said he thinks most of
the students still in temporary
housing will probably be moved
out during the next tw£1 weeks.
At t:niversity Park. 2:i
students are still in temporary
housing, Rinella said. Nine
students are living three persons to a h\•o-person room in
Neely Hall and 16 men are
living in lounges in the TriadsBoomer, Wright and Allen.
At Brush Towers, 32 students
are being temporarily housed
with three persons to a twoperson room. Rinella said.
At Thompson Point. 24
students remain in overflow
housing, Rinella said. They are
sleeping on bunkbeds six persons to a room and sharing one
small bathroom.

Rinella said that the number
of persons in temporary housing
at this time is about the same as
it has been in recent years. He

~i:c~Wa~i~:!ri!~~ a~~s~~;~
moving out to provide rooms for
those students in temporary

housing.
Rinella sait: the University
had about 60 no-shows for
temporary housing this year.
However, he said that figure
changes daily as reople
assigned to temporary housmg
report to the housing office.

Davies renovation bill is law
<Continued from Page I)
Moreover, Richmond said
that passing the bill this year
would
save
monev
on
renovation since last year's bill
called for about $2.9 million
compared with the current $3.4
million.
Brown said, "We've had the
industrious support of Rep.
Richmond and Sen. Kenneth
Buzbee tD-Carbondalel in all
our efforts on this bill. We owe
them, as well as Gov. Thompson, our gratitude for all the
work they've done. Plus there
have been many people in our
own system who have worked
hard towards this goat"

-

Sanders said free bus service,
provided by the University. will
take studt•nts to the airport to
greet Thompson. One bus will
be in front of the Student
Center. the other in the lot
between Anthonv Hall and
Davies Gym. Botti buses leave
at 9:30am.
"It's taken a long time and a
lot of hard work to reach this
stage and I can't say h:>w
~sed it makes me feei. This

for ~cita ~e'fo~r;~r::.t ~~~d
sometimes the chances looked
bad, but we were able to still
complete our project," Sanders
said.

State and Nation
Carter calls for 827.6 billion tax rut
WASHINGTON lAPl - President Carter Thursday called for
$27.6 billion in 1981 tax cuts for individuals and businesses as part

of an election-year economic proposal that also aims to create 1
million new jobs in the next two years.
But he said, "I will not accept a pre-election bill to cut taxes ...
The president also requested congressional authority t~ spend an
additional $3.6 billion in 1981 tv retram workers, weathenze homes.
maintain highways, build pnrts, boost research and development
and help economically distressed counties and cities.

Retention of Sol'iet prain em barpo see"
PEORIA lAPl -- Recent labor unrest in in Poland make it
unlikely the Carter admimstration will lift the Soviet grain embargo until after the November general election, a former topranking agriculture official said Thursday.
Richard Bell. assistant secretary for international affairs in the
Agriculture Department under President Ford, said the government would not want to be restoring grain sales to The Soviets at a
time of possible Soviet intervention in Poland, should the workers
strike spread.

Hostapes nearinp .100th

da~l·in captir·ity

By Th~ Assoc:lated Pr~ss
The 52 American hostages in Iran approached their 300th day in
captivity Thursday with pressure apparently growing for the
Iranian Parliament to speed up consideration of what must be done
with them.
Tehran radio said a member of Parliament. Abdolhosleyn Jalali.
called on his fellow deputies to make "a speedy investigation and
decision" on the Americans.
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FREE
CONCERT!
AUGUST 29-FREE FORUM AREA (near Anthony Hall)
THE PEOPLE HUNT-6p.m.
6 people per team
WIN A MONTH PASS TO SPC MOVIES
MILLER

6PK Can

STROHS

12i12Con

Beer

RHINELANDER
OLY

12, 12 bottles

Beer

POPOV

Beer

24cs btls
+ Dep.

Vodka

BACARDI

sign up at Student Development
Office, Student Center

$3.79

FREE CONCERT
"Rudy and the Bouquets"

$4.19
$3.69
$4.39

lL

Rum Silver

$1.79

750 ml

$4.99

RHEINPFHLZ LIEBFRMLCH 750 ml $1.99
PAUL MASSON BAROQUE 1.5 I $3.99
BURGUNDY

8-16 gal. KEGS

-OPENMon.· Thurs. 9-1 om. Fri. & Sot. 9-2 om.
Sun. 1-1 om.
549 4332
Lewis Pork Moll
next to Picks Electronics
f'age z. Daily

F.g~·ptimt.

I

AUgmlt 29,

i9110

8:30-10:30

j
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Robinson said to be in St. Louis
finding one in city government.
Staff Writer
Walter Robinson, the Jackson
the source said.
County Board member who
Speculation about Robinson's
mvsteriously disappeared five
whereabouts began when the
months ago and whose county board received a letter
resignatwn letter was so of resignation, signed by
questionable the board would
Robinson. and postmarked
not accept it, has been working
Carbondale, June 16. The date
in East St. Louis and apparently on the letter raised questions for
is unwilling to verify his County Board Chairman
rt>signation, according to a
William Kelley as to the
source close to Robinson.
authenticity of the resignation.
Robinson wants to "remain since Robinson had not been
lost" because "<lebt collectors seen since April 19
have been t~-ying to find out
On July 9. the day of the next
where he is," the source. who county
board
meeting.
requested anonymity. said.
Robinson was ~"TJposed to N> in
But Norvell Haynes. chair- county circuit court for ·Jv& -ce
man of Concerned Citizens of proceedings. He didr ·· show.
Carbondale, thinks he has an
Persuaded by
t\elley's
explanation for the confusing comments about the suspicious
events surrounding Robinson's
nature of the resignation, the
disappearance.
board decided not to accept it
Haynes said he believes
without verification. Kelley
county officials actually knew
then directed the state's atabout Robinson's whereabouts.
torney's office to find Robinson.
but refused to release the inThe state's attorney directed
formation for political reasons.
the Sheriff's Department to
Haynes has complained to the
unofficially look for Robinson.
State Board of Elections and is even though he was already
asking the lllinois Attorney
being sought by police to be
General to investigate.
served with a subpoena for a
Since early April, Robinson routine appearance before a
has been consistently absent grand jury investigating the
from board and committee courthouse.
meetings. On April 19, h~
A few weeks later. the subseemingly disappeared from poena expired and the Sheriff's
the area and was rumored to be · Department stopped looking,
running fishing boats for according
to
Woodrow
tourists between islands off the Procunier, head deputy.
Central American coast.
But according to Haynes,
All along he was in East St.
everyone at the county CCjUJ'Louis looking for a job, finally thouse knew where he was and

didn't want the news out until
after Sept. 4, which is the legal
deadline-60 davs before the
general election~for holding a
primary election.
Haynes charged Thursday
that Kelley and the board
"conspired" to not accept the
resignation so the pnmary
deadline would elapse. allowing
the board to appoint its own
choice to Robinson's seat.
Kelley could not be reached
for COIT'ment Thursda"
Havnes said Robinson was
last ·seen on April 19 at the
ConcerTJed Citizens of Carbondale meeting and that
Robinson told him that he
planned to wait !o submit his
resignation until after the
general election-so tiw. County
Democratic Central CJmmitte
could make a recommendation
to the board to fill till; vacancy.
Haynes said thai for some
reason Robinson riecided to
submit the resignation earlier.
He said he believes Kelley
manipulated Robinson into not
conrirming
the
early
resignation so that both could
have what they wanted.
According
to
Haynes.
Robinson didn't want his constituents to think he was letting
the County Democratic Central
Committee fill the seat without
a public vote. Haynes charged
that Kelley and the Committee
eventually convinced Robinson
to go along with them.
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14K Charms and Chains
1
/3

off

All Diamond Engagement Rings
1
/3

off

14K Pierced Earrings
1
/3

oH

Don's Jewelry
400 S. Illinois
Carbondale, II.

]oblejs rate rises last two months
l<.onti.Dued from Page 11
Southern Illinois that has not
increased over its past
unemployment rates.
At 9.2 percent, Illinois ~
experiencing its highest rate 01
unemployment since l!nO anc

tops the national rate by 1.4
percent.
Koch said that there will be
eve;: more serious employment
0

r.=fs~'!':::~~- ~ ti~~:
unemployment

usually

in-

creases.
According
J~ly
unemployment claims, about 17
percent of the unemployf'd in
Jackson County were !rom
professional, technical or
managerial )oLe.

PRESENTS

Three great shows of
Friday afternoon (NoCover)
Friday night & Sat. night

lrraw Mamphis

:*******FRIDAY AFTERNOON*"*** ****i

:•

••

4-6:30pm No Cover.I

:•

••

:: $1.50

::

:

•
::

.•

pitchers
75.1-~ Gin & Tonics

:********* *

HAPPY HOUR ***********•

Sunday nite
on Intermountain Records

Available at

-~~~

~
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CLetteiS

r '•
__ ....·~"

Reporter turnover is problem
This letter is the culmmation
of several vears· frustration in
dealing with Da1ly Egyptian
writers
The "last straw" was an
artidt> in Wednesrlav's edition
of the Daily Egyptian·. The main
headlint> proclaimt'd ·'Illinois
Avenut> bars mav bt> askl'd to
move." I was quoted in thE'
articlt> as the sourcE' of that
information. From the toni' of
tht> article a rl'adt>r would com!'
to the eonclusion that the citv
had set out to l'radicatl.' bars on
Illinois Avt>nul' An t>xammatwn
of thE' facts would show that to
not bl' the case. Knowing and
sticking to facts IS why this
letter is written.
It seems as if 1.'\'er;.· year. and
sometimes even sl.'mester.
there is a new Dally Egyptian
reporter assigned to co\·er City
Hall. Inevitably the reporter
knows little or nothing about the
organization or responsibilities
of city government in general
and Carbondale's in particular
Consequently
city
staff
members spend ho•Jrs tr;.·ing to
explain ho¥1 city government
works. Oftentimes the nl.'w
writer has to pick up on a topic
that has fx>en ongoing for
months or vt'ars and citv staff is .
expected go througt: ·the long
history so that the nl.'w writer
can understand the full implications of a topic
When I received a phone call
on Tut>sdav from a new staff
wnter ask.ing questions about
the
citv's
downtown
redevelopment plans, 1 could
tell that the writer had no
knowledge of the subject.

to

~U:tl%c;O:~et0w~~~ ~=~

where we might look ai maps
and other information while we
discussed the cih· ·s downtown
redevelopment efforts. In a
conversation that lasted approximately an hour I explained
the history of the city's downtown redevelopment efforts
(including the planned convention hotel and parking
garage 1. why 1t was important
to set redevelopment district
boundaries. what types of incentives might be available to
developers. the roles developers
might play m redevelopment.
In the course of our conversation I was asked what
would happen to the bars on
Illinois Avenue. I explained that
City Council policy is to not
allow more bars on South
Illinois Avenue and that we
would, therefore. not encourage
redevelopment proposals that
were bars. I further explained
that if bars were displaced as a
result (>f redevelopment efforts.
we would hope to have them
relocate elsewhere in the city.
not on Jllinois Avenue.
At no time did I say that the
city has a deliberate plan to go
after all the bars and run them
out of Illinois Avenue. Furtllennore. my comments about
•..sing eminent dnm.:tin and the
H-.•J 1:: :~~~ ""''~' • ~·
ilf·trfJotr:.('

I\

\

" \

JI
'

"' - -

\

; - _i. \
.y----.,

-~~~

_,\

impact of higher property taxes
were lifted out of context. Those
comments were made about
redevelopment in general and
not in the specific contl'xt of
bars
Thus. you can 1maginl' my
anlazeml'nt with the headlinE'
and artide on Wednesdav
l have over the vears· been
tl'mpted to refuse ·to talk to
Dail~· Egyptian reporters and
Journalism students 1 whose
class assignments oftl'n arE'
published m the Daily 1-:gyptlan; dul' to the numerous
reporting E"rrors that oecur and
thl.' largE' amounts nf time
required. J have rt>sisted th1s
temptation out of a concern that
to do so would bt> seen as an
attempt to hide something from
the public

c~r~~~~leh!~od w~~~J:f!etal~
to Daily Egyptian reporters if

~~~r~o~~j ~~:: ~hueb:!:;~{~st~~

publication. That is another
temptallon because it would
keep false statements from
bt>ing published. However. it
also raises the ~ibility of
censorship wh1ch is an
anathema to a free press.
When
Daily
Egyptian
reporters write on items of
campus concern. such as bands.
registration. or sports. an error
in rl.'porting can cause
relatl\'ely little harm. Howevl'r.
when studl'nt writers are
covermg matters pertaining to
local government. a mistake
can be disastrous. The Daily
Egyptian is read in Carbondale
by thousands of people. t::onveying a false impression about
actions of the City can cause
needless concerns and leads to
mistrust of the citv and 1 for
those who know the· real facts!
the Daily Egyptian
J don't know the solution to
the problem of a constant
turnover of student writl'rs or
inaccurate reporting. but I do
have some suggestions.
F1rst. thl' writer should
research the topic thoroughly.
Read past articles on the
subject. Research minutes of
prior meetings when the issue
was discussed. ask for r-opies of
written reports that may l:~ve
been issued o:1 a topic.
Second. d!lring interviews
many written notes should be
made.
Third. if the writer is unsure
of the facts when writing the
article. then more research
should bt> done bf>fore submitting the article. even if that
means m1ssing a deadline.
Fourth. if the writer is unsure
about the subject matter. the
person interviewed could ~
asked to review the proposed
article for factual accuracy.
Daily Egyptian writers are
students learning a trade. One
of the lessons to be learned is to
avoid mistakes. As a learning
exercise it might be useful for
student writers to go over some
articles ~ith the interviewees to
see how well they perfonned on
accuracy.
Finally, extreme care must
be taken to not allow personal
biases or interests to creep into
news
articles.
Personal
opmions should be. aired
elsewhere in the paper
I hope my comments will be
accepted in the spirit they were
intended--<:onstructive
criticism We all Jearn from experience and none of us is im-

~fs~k~0~t~:~~~:~~~~:

we can to mimm1ze those
mistakes.-Donald D. Monty.
,\ssistant ('ity ~anager for
('om munlty
Development,
Carbondale.

l'aJI!t' ~. Da1~ Eg~·ptian. August 29. 1980
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Main issue should be bread, butter
In 1960. Gov. William Stratton of lllmo1s told
Richard :"\ixon. "You can sa\· all you want
about foreign affairs. but what is really important is the pr1ce of hogs iJ'l '.'hicago and St
Lnuas." Thas year it IS axaomallc. and perhaps
even tn.c. that the bread-and-butter 1ssue 1!.
the pr1ce of bread and butter
But this year. Democrats want to emphasize foreign policy. and not just because
their domestic policies are fa1lures.
Democrats thmk they can win by mixang
candor and hysteria-by saymg Carter is
dismal but Reagan is dangerous. So
Democrats attack Reagan for oposing SALT
II agreements that a Democratic-eontrolled
Senate would not ratify. By announcing that
they, unlike Reagan. will not engage in an
arms race. they remove all incentives for the
Soviets to negotiate mutual limits.
So difficulties with the Republican position
are less obvious but more interesting. They
derive from the fact that foreign polic~·
depends on domestic factors. on values.
discipline, confidence. morale-in short.
national character. The Republican platform
stresses two themes that are not as harmonious as Republicans suppose.
One is cultural conservatism. The other is
capitalist dynam1sm. The latter dissolves the
former.
Karl Marx. who had a Reaganesque respect
for capitalism's transforming power. got one
thing right: Capitalism undermines
traditional social structures and values: it is a
relentless engine of change. a revolutionary
inflamer of appetities. enlarger of ex·
pectations, dimanisher of patience.
A wit has said that the modern American's
prayer is: "Dear God. I pray for patienceand I want it right now!" Republicans see no
connection bt>tween the cultural phenomena
they depiore and the capitalist culture they
promi!'e to intensify ; no connection between
the multiplying evidence of self-indulgenet>
and national decadence 1such as pornography. promiscuity. abortion. divorce and
other forms of indiscipline 1 and the unsleeping pursuit of ever-more immediate.
intense and grand material gratification.
Republicans sense that manners, meaning
condtJCt in its moral aspect. are as deter·
minative ill a nation's life as are materialistic
preoccupations. Republicans seem not to
sense the effect of such preoccupations on
manners.
Today's Republican themes of soc1al decay
and national decline are perennial themes of
political philosophy. and
recurring
fascinations for histonans. Western
philosophy is. indeed. a series of footnotes to

DOONES8URY

George,

Will
Plato. whose "Republic" concerns the mynad
ways polilles dl'Cay The most famous work o:
history since the fall of Rome is about the
dt.'dine and fall of Rome
~orne reflective Republicans belit>ve~
nghtly. I fear-that. a century from now.
philosophers and h1stonans Will study the
trajectory of the l!nited States in the second
half of this century as the most striking instance_of national_ decline since that of Spain.
centuries ago. Th1s nation may bt> more than
halfway through a decline from the sl'Curity of
1945 to irremediable vulnerabilitY to. and
dictated accomodation ..·ith. the Soviet l 1:-uon.
Repu'Jiicans are today even more
mesmerized than u.<;uc.J by various economic
facts 10r. perhaps. economic theories: Fehx
Cohen said that the theories we believe we call
facts. and the facts Wl' d1sbt>lieve we call
theones , They understand that economic
vigor as necessary for national sur\'ivaL They
rna\' not understand that the idea rt.at "the
economy IS kmg" IS just a theory, not a fact.
A characterizing behef of the 20th century is
that we live m an "economic ctv11izat1on." in
thE' sense that economic supremacy must
translate into national secuntv But economic
strength is not sufficient' A more elusiVE' and
fragile necessity i~ confidl'nce. pride.
resolvl.'-tn a phrase. nat10nal elan What is at
ISSue m this century. and this election. is
nothing less than a question of civilization:
Bas ours the capacity to sustain atself~
C.arter's foreign policy reduces to the adeaslmple and a praori-that we shall prevail
because lor if1 we are JUSt Reagan says. with
Raymond Aron. that the tribunal of lustory is
not a tnbunal of justice Rather. 1t tests a
nation's capacity for action.
Amenca ·s individualism has been exphcit
from the f1rst--from the first paragraphs of
thE' L>eclaralion of Independence The as yet
unanswered. but bound to be answered.
question IS whether a soc1ety so thoroughly
g1ven over to tht• md1vidual's purswt of
happmess is capable of making the unpleasant collective effort necessan to the
matntenance of national independence.Copynght 1!180. The Washmgton Post. Compan~

by Garry Trudeau
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Fear not racinl{ fans, for scenes such as this will again be occuring at Du Quoin next year. No, it woo't be the Hambo. but it will be harness racing.

Homeless Hambo moves on
By Carrie Sweeney
Focus Editor
For every season there is a
change, as the folk song goes.
At noon Saturday. before
about 10.000 anxious spectators.
the colorful and victorious
setting at the Du Quoin State
Fa:r will, like the seasons,
change.
Last October, with the announcement that the 55th
Hambletonian would be held for
the last time at Du Quion, the

~urh~~r nfrO:ioo::dibfea~

When the Great Race leaves the
spacious surroundings that
have been its home for the past
24 years and moves to the
~feadowland racetrack in New
Jersey. it will take with it all the
tradition and honor it holds.
But as with the seasons, a new
beginning is only a matter of
time.
Legislation approved in the
Illinois House and Senate this
summer, if ~igned by Gov.
James R. Thompson on
Saturday as expected. will give
Du Quoin a new race-with a
new name and a new be~inning.
The "new race," sa1d Curt
Greene, public
relations
director for the fair, will be like
the Hambletonian. It will iJe
presented with the same
glamour and prestige. But it
will not be The Hambo. It is not
known whether the new race
will survive in the harness
racing world without tradition
lnhind it. All that is known is
that it will. unl:ke the Hambletonian, truly belong to
Southern Dlinois.
The Hambletonian "was like
an adopted child," Greene said,
his slow and careful words
revealing a hint of sadness. "It
never really was 'our' race. The
new race will be all ours. This
will be its home."
The Hambletonian has been
an orphan race, fostered by
several racetracks, since its
creation by Harry 0. Reno in
1926. It was on New Year's Day
when for $8,000 the New York

~~ t:!i~at~:JJ~c:ne J~:

Kentucky Derby of harness
·

ra~ing.

As if predicting that the
$73.451 pur<~e-winning race

I

~

would be a legend, Reno appropriately named the race
after Hambletonian 10, the
father of the American Standardbred horse and a legend in
himself.
But Syracuse did not want the
Hambletonian
race
and
Lexington, Ky., which hosted
the race during two rain outs in
New York, didn't want it either.
However, W.H. <BillJ Cane did.
In 1930, home for the Hambletonian became Good Time
Park in Goshen, N.Y.
The Hambletonian flourished
under Cane's direction. It
withstood the criticism of
skeptics who said the track was
insufficient; it withstood
financial difficulties, the war
and the Depression. Soon it
became the highlight of all the
Grand Circuit harness races for
three-year~ld trotters.
The "Com Tassel Derby," as
it was affectionately labeled,
did not, however. survive the
death of Cane. When he died, so
did Goshen's interest in the
race. The Hambletonian once
again became an orphan.
In 1957, Don and Gene Hayes
brought it to Southern Illinois
and the Du Quoin State Fair.
The well-kept track, lusciously
green and artfully landscaped
with a sparkling water course,
became more than just home. It
became a tradition-a way of
life not only for Southern lllinois
residents and followers of the
Grand Circuit, but for horse
lovers all over the world.
"There is much prestige
surrounding the Hambo,"
Greene said. "Many world
records have been made an~

iriL.r 1
NAP TIME-Harry Porter,
above, and Claret Lobell, the
horse Porter is groomer for.
c:atcb a quiclt snooze together in
between training periods. The
life of a race tlorse can't be too
tougb-tbe fan is pointed toward
the horse.

~~ed ~~~~etonian,

later
under the direction of Bill
Hayes, son of Gene Hayes, and
currently under Saad. Jabr,
flourished. Today, with an
expected purse of about
$300,000, it is the richest-a~d
toughest-harness race to wm.
"It's a grueling race. It t!lkes
greatness to achieve victory,"
Greene said. "When the race
c('ontinut"d on P!ig" 111

Staff photo by Sally Harwood
Daily Egyptian. August 29. 1980, Page 5
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the exciting stage presence of

FAUSTUS
Friday &
Saturday night
213 E. Ma.,

549-3932

Starr photo b~· Sally Harwood
.\driver whizzes his charge around the Du Quoin track during an early morning workout.

Homt-lt-~s

makin~

Hambo

a mol't-

to a nt-w tra(•k
•Continut>d from Pagt'
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first began. the fastest time for
the mile track was 2 minutes
flat. Today. it's around 1:52.
"When we lost the Hambo. we
didn't want to lose the money
we received from the state." he
explained. ··we wanted the
money to be used towards a new
race that will attract better
hor;;es and better participants."
Indications
from
the
governor's office are that a bill
will be signed to allow the
state's tax share from bets
placed on the third and fourth
races on Saturday's to go
towards the new race.
Previously. this money was
used for staging the Ham·
bletonian.
According to Greene, harness
racing is not a big moneymaker for the fair or the state.
He said the state receives 5
cents for even; $1 bet, and in·
stead of keepirig the money, the
state gives 1t back to the race.
"None of the money received
from the state goes into a bank
account," he added. "It is paid
directly into the purses. The fair
receives no dtrect financial
benefit."
Greene. who has been with
the Du Quoin State Fair since
1977, said he is optimistic about
the success of the new race.
"We want to have the same
kind of pageantry and glamour
r. .,r the new event. and still get
top-notch competitors, which I
think we can do," he said.
Greene added that a name for
the new race will be revealed
during Saturday's ceremonies.
Selected from over 400 entries
from all over the world, the
name will give the race a new

--~1

When yc:-u're out visiting
the ~eenic sights and
Shawnee National Forest

.1~1 1 L,

STOP IN AND SEE US!
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POMONA
GENERAL STORE
(e1tablish£ :t 187f1.. 104 years old)
If you have never visited a general store

you don't know what you've missed-we hove everything!
exotic soda pop
country eggs
Natural fruit luices
Natural foods
Best and biggest Sandwiches in town
Full Service soda fountain

COME BROWSE

South ol Murphysboro on Route 127
15 miles
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CHEVY CHASE
RODNEY DANGERfiELD
TED KNIGHT

.
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Spm Show Sl.SO
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AHMED'S
FANTASTIC
FALAFIL
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Italian Beef,
Fries and a
Coke.
$2.00
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5:00pm Show $1.50-Weekdays 5:00 7:00 9:00
SAT. SUN. & LABOR DAY 2:30 5:00 7:00 9:00
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Bettors 111ake the odds
for pari-nttttttel Hambo
8v Jpffrpv sm,·th
Staff \\'ril.r ·
The money's in and the bets
are down With dreams of
making it rich at the Hambletonian YOU head for the
grandstandS. Your $2 could
make YOU S20. You've bet on the
No.4 horse and irs going off at
IIH. The No.2 horse is at 3-1 so
you bet on him. just to be on the
safe side.
The horses are being jogged
around the track and vou look
for yours. ··she's a winner." you
say to yourself But then you
look up on the toteboard. Your
longshot is now at ·H. The No.2
horse is at 8-1. Who's responsible for this?
0

fin~ouo~~n \~!''eH~ mt~e:~~i~~
Trotting Classic is a parimutuel betting race. The odds
are made by the bettors. The
more people bet on a horse. the
lower the odds and vice versa.
The No. 4 horse. a longshot
when the day began. was actually a popular horse among
the !:4!ttors and so the odds
decreased. The l'i::. 2 horse.
wh1ch lookt>d liked a conservative at tht> start of the dav.
didn't attract that much interest so the odds increased.
Bob Fehler. director of pari·
mutuel betting for all harness
races across the countrv. said
the odds that a horse has going
into a race are predt>termined
by a handicapper. Those odds
will ch.mge when the bt'tting
windows open.

staff are unique bt'cause more
and more racetracks are
purchasing better equipment do
the same job.
"Bt>fore. a professional
racetrack person could run 10 to
12 races a year. You used to
ha~e to be an odds man." he
sa1d. ''Today you don't need the
same knowledge. There isn't a
handful people in Illinois that
could run a race years ago.
Today it's a public relations
position."
Saturday. at the Hambletonian. it won't be the
profcssionai.; changing the
odds. lhough Fehler says a
majorit} of the bettors follow
the harne-.s racing circuit. It'll
be you. You and your $2 get rich
quick scheme.

SPC FILMS
Friday & Saturday

a

ThQ Late Show
GIMME SHELTER

ALIEN
Directed by
Ridley Scott
2 shefws

7&9pm
Students S1.00
Non-Students Sl.SO

IN SPACE, NO ONE
CAN HEAR YOU SCREAM.

llpmonly
Starring
4
The Rolling
·•
Stones,
•
JeHerson
Airplane, &
lice& Tina
·
Turner.
Students !1.00
Non-Students Sl.SO
SPONSORED BY WIDB & SPC FILMS

Sunday 7& 9:30pm

LUNA

Students
Directed by
Sl.OO
Bernardo Bentolucci's Non-Students
starring Jill Clayberg
Sl.SO

ALL SHOWS STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM

th~~:f~·!s:rt-e~~~~~~:.~~~~

only a mofK'y brokerage. In
this type of betting, the people
make the odds."
Fehler added that he and
e1gh! other people take information g1ven to them from
the ticket machines and
calculate the odds. When a
person buys a ticket the money
is sent to a money room to be
counted and the betting in·
formation goes to the bt'tting
room under the grandstands
··u any of our eq1..ipment
breaks down.·· he said. pausing
to take a drink of beer. "we
have people who can calculate
the odds without machines.
There isn't a svstem in· this
eountrv that hasn't broke down
at one 'time or another during a
race
"People are like insurance.
We have m·t>r 100 vears of experience in just four people
here." he added. "If I had to. I
could run the whole race
1Hambletonian1 mvself."
1-'ehler said that' he and his

are

OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN
GENE KELLY
MICHAEL BECK

.....................

~

5:30. 7:20. q 15
SAT & SUN
1 00 3 4S S 30 I 20
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2:00PM SHOW $1.50

SHOWS DAILY 2:00 7:00 9:15
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Horseshoeing a vanishing art
rcitl1 but 100 pood smiths left
By Jf'ffrey Smyth
Staff Wri&er
At 011e time there were mam·
of them all across America.
Their services were needed to
help keep the country moving.
Almost every town had one and
almost everyone who owned a
horse frequented him.
As long a horse could walk it
needed shoes and the town
blacksmith was the person that
supplied them.
Today the craft of shoeing a
horse and shoeing it correctly is
known only by a few. But the
few who know it are in great
demand by men who make their
living on trainmg and racing
horses.
In harness racing, most
trainers agree that there are
but 100 £oOO blacks!T1iths in the

countn·. Good doesn't mean
being able to nail a U-shaped
metal plate to the hoof ol a
horse but rather to meet the
specifications that each trainer
wants for each horse.

come back, he added.
Robson said that it isn't easy
to become a blacksmith
because one must start as an
apprentice. Finding someone to
learn under isn't easy.

"Anvone can shoe a horse "
Steve \\'aller, trainer-jockey for
the Tripie G StabiPS. claims.
"But you can really screw a
horse up if you don't shoe him
correctly."
Trainers want different fittings for each of their horses.
And
thev
have
these
specifications printed on a card
that they give to the blacksmith,
John Robson. blacksmith of six
years. said while shoeing a
horse. It's self-survival for a
blacksmith to mett the
specifications because if 1t isn't
done right, the trainer w<1n't

"The first thing is to get
someone to accept you,"
Robson said. while examining a

~~~~n h!~or:flr::.ti•:~~~~~~

older. That's hard becaJSe most
of them want nothing t11 do with
you. I got started with someone
who was about to retire.
"You start by watching them.
Watching everything they do."
he added. while fitting the shoe
to the back right hoof of a colt.
"You can usually determine if
you're going to let a guy stick
with you or not by the way he
trims a foot or if he gets the
<:orrect amde."
Robson said the shoe must fit
"as naturally as possible" to tile
horses' hoof. The trainer's
specification card shows him
how high thev want the hoof to
rest on the shoe. It may mean
riling the hoof or the shoe down.
In any case, knowing how to
angle the horse's toe to the
correct specifications is an
essential part of the business.

Staff photo by Sally Harwood
Wltb abaat oaly 188 good blacksmiths left in the country, the services vl Jolm Robeoa are in greatdemaad by men who make their
Uviag training aDd racing bones. Robsoo, a blacksmith for slx
yean, m•t make the sboe flt "as naturally as possible" to the
hone's lloof, while meeting the trainer's spedflcatioas.

Fine Arts is looking
for interested students
to serve on the SPC Fine
Arb Committee.

''The trainers know how the
horse stands," he said, pausing
to pound a red-hot shoe that he
just took from a small "coal
ford" <furnance l. "Country
smiths shape the foot to fit the
shoe. I make the shoe fit the
foot. You hllve to get the toe
length (length of hoof) right
also."
Robson said a
horse
usually needs new shoes every
two weeks. He starts with a
standard shoe that has prepunched nail holes in it. These
shoes vary in design. Some are
aluminum. which he said is
used to keep the horses hoof
closer to the ground when
running. Others have a full or
half swedge (groove) around its
rim. The full swedge, he said, is
the most common shoe used on
dirt tracks.
'"The swedge fills up with dirt
and gives the horse more
traction," he said, standing
with his back to the horse, hoof
between his legs, scrapping
manure and dirt from the toe.
"On clay tracks you don't need
near as much traction so you
use a different shoe."
Robson then works the
blank-beating it, pounding the
f('onlinuf'tl on Page 101

If interested, call 536-3393 or stop
by the Student Programming Office
located on the third floor of the
Student Center.

SPC Expressive Art
(formerly lectures)
Is looking for
students interestt?d
in entertainment
programming.
Gain experience in
the area of Public
Relations and
Promotions.

if inter-2Sted
call 536-3393
or attend an
organizational
meeting September 2
6p.m., Student
Center, 2nd floor
Kaskaskia Room.

HELD OVER

Welcome Back
Special
-FREE HAIR ANALYSISf 457-2523 }
50. Aclmlulon

•Hairstyling
Hrs: Mon. 9-5
•Hair& Skin Analysts
Tues.-thurs. 9-8
Fri. 9-6
•Nutrition Consultation
Sot. 9-5
ad good thru 9/39
Page 8. Daily Egyptian, August 29, 1980

7 & 9 p.m. Fri.
Heltl over 7:H p.m.
S.t. Show only

715 S. University
(on the island)

4th f l - VIdeo lou"tte
Student Center

Sponsored lty SPC VIdeo

--qp'ocus---Hambleto11ian moves on
• I 'ontinu.-d from PagP '\ 1

identity and w1ll. in some wav
tie the race to DuQuoin. he said:
ln 1981. the fair hopes to offer
a purse of about S.'ioo.~
second onl)' to the Hambo itself.
Greene said
There are many theories as to
why the Hambletonian Societv
a 21-member board which
oversees the race. voted to
move the race. One speculation
has to do with the fair's profit
from betting. Accordmg to
Greene. Du Quoin has an
inexperienced betting audience
whereas bettors in !'iew York
are oros.
·"fhe people around here
come to enjoy themselves-to
watch the races. It's not like in
New York where last vear the
betting average per capita was
Sl80a day." Greene sa1d. "Last
year at Du Quoin. the average
was S28 a dav."
"The r.-.ason the Hambo
Society decided the mo\'e was
neccessarv
will
remain
speculative. I think one of the
major reasons was because the
crowd at IJu Quoin J~t wasn't

Business!
financial
calculators
... from Texas
Instruments
The Tl Business
Analyst II

$45.00
The Tl Investment
Analyst

$65.00
Tht>
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big enough Meadowlands can
The Hambletonian Society. he
explained. is racing's establishment. lt is made up of
prominent people---i>wners and
drivers alike-all who have a
significant stake in the racing
industry.

VALYDLINE PREMIUM MOTOR OIL

XL D

Now

As workmen ready the field
for the 19 entries that will
contend for the Hambletonian
title for the last time in Du
Quion. it is easy to anticipate an
er.'otional farewell. Alom! w1th

•

EXTRA LONG

Only

DISTANCE

10W-20W-40
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the excitement that harness

~~~:r! a~ ~d~J'~~~~~~~n ~~;~
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PartStqp

all the pride and tradition of its
24 runninRs is relived.
The seasvn will change for the
Du Quoin State Fair on
Saturday. In some respects, it
will be a time for sadness and a
sense of defeat. For no longer
will it be the foster home of the
great orphan race.

LIMIT 24

Auto Parts Supplier:

HUMM'S AUTO SUPPLY
217 NO

10TH. MURPHYSBORO. ILL
PHON!:''

887-3488

LIMITED

Yet. it will also be a time for
victory and celebration. For it
will mark the birth of a race
that the DuQuoin State Fair can
call its own.

TIME'
LIMITED
QUANTITIES•

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
apply for Phone Service

UNIVERSITY DORM
RESIDENTS

AT

~
GTE's Saluki Phone Mart in the Student Center
(1st Floor)
Today, and Sept. 2·4 (Tues.-Thurs.)
from 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
RPsponsibility - A nontract
for residl'nn• tt•lephont> st•rvin•
cannot be negotiated bv a
group of persons. The tPit•·
phone account must hi:' listt·d
in thl' name of um• pt!rson and
this pPrsun is responsiblt' and
liahll:' for payml'nt of all charges.
f:xtl'nsion Tel.-phont>s- Ex·
cept wht>re rt>stricted by thl'
propPrty owner. extension tPIPphones may be installt>d in
vour residence. The monthlv
ratt' for a standard t'Xtension
telephonP is S I. 20 plus tax.
Our Phont> !\.tarts !the temporan- Saluki Phone Mart at
S.I·U. and our Phone Mart locatl.'d in the Murdale Shopping
Ct>nt.-rl have a \'arietv of stvles
and colnrs of tt>lephones- on
display in a stor.--like atmosphere. You can choose _vour
tPIPphones and thPn take thPm
bal-k to vour rPsidPnce and
plugth.-m.m

Advam.·.- PavmenL-. - An ad
vance paym~nt plus a dt>posit
rna~· bE> rPquested at the time
you make application for tt•lPphont> sen·ictExtra listings - If you·n·
sharin~ your hving quartprs
with others vou mav have
them listed in tht' direcion· for
only i5C each per month. ·This
is an addt'd conveniencP for
those persons wanting to call
them.
Additional Information- Ad·
ditional information is available in the information pages
of the tPif'phone directory or
from our business office at
457-1211. Remember. you can
now shop for your tt>lephones
at our tt>mporary Saluki Phone
!\.tart or our Phone !\.tart in thP
:\1urdale Shoppinl'( Ct>nter.

DOR)t DIAL CARDS are available at
No Charge to residt>nts of UniversityOwned Dorms.

O~LY with a DOR\1 DIAL CARD
will you be able to dial long distance
direct from vour room and thus benefit from thP lower Direct Distam't'
Dial ratPs

TO obtain a DORM DIAL CARD.
call our business office at 45i-1211.
from fl:30 a.m. · noon. 1 p.m. - 5 p.m ..
Monday-Friday.

EVE~ if vou had a DORM DIAL
CARD la;t year. you must re-apply
again th1s year to receive your
DORM DIAL CARD.

l?i i§l
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Few blarksnlitlls left
rC'onlinurd rrom l'a~:•· ~'
desired angl~. ruttmg for s1zt·
and then nailing it on thE' hoof
On the fronl hoofs Robson mav
place a plastic or IE>athE>r pad
belwt"en the shoe and the hoof to
absorb shock
RobsUll lS paid well for h1s
work. liP rt>Ct>iws about S5n for
each horse he shOPs and shOPS
about six a dav It takt's him one
hour to shoe a horsr on his own
md about 40 minutes with the

help of his apprentice He works
four months on the road and
spends h1s wmtt-rs shoeing for
the Triple-G stables in Florida
.. !\lost blacksmiths work
themselves:· he said. takmg a
cool drink as the tramer takes
his nt'wlv shoed horse awav ·1
have trooble with m\ hack. so
Ten;. is a help. I'm also gmng
him a trade.··
At$..')() an hour. That am·t bad
hay

'1/,.. 'JI, n
1/u

'//,,.,,, /. ..

rFARMER'S MARKET~~~ "'
of Carbondale
Located Rt. 51 & Grand Ave.
near SIU overpass.
Fresh produce & baked
goods weekly.

tnAGA

Museum Shop
N foner Holl

M·F 10.<1

~~---~;--~

SATURDAy
8:00am-12noon

Plenty ot Free parkmg
~cross railroad tracks

CRAFT SHOP
FALL WORKSHOPS

Gastf ~~· Stf ...

LOCATION
The Craft Shop IS located at the north and of the Bu} Muddy Room. m the basement laval of the Student Center, Soutbonn IllinoiS Uwvers1ty, Carbondale, llhnms

tloat th~ I I IR fJ /11 /.\ ~'"'"'

HOURS:
ll30a m. to lO:OOp m
12 noon to 5 00 p.m
Closed

Monday thru Friday
Saturday
Sunday

OUR GOALS:
To become mor• complete"' 1ndrvrduals in Christ.
To sprve each ether sacrrfrcrally
To reach out rn ser••ce to c-•hers rn Carbondale.

Worsh1p Service 9:00A.M.
Sunday School for All Ages 10:30 A.M.
NEWCOMERS VERV WELCOME
NURSERY PROVIDED
PARKING IN SACK OF CHURCH
·~oc•••mn-., God's Wcwd •n the Presb'ftllttun 8r Reformed Trac:ht1on'"

\

i

'I
\

~~~~
'§@@~[!)~

~

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

}

4-6
AND FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
WE

PROUDLY PRESENT

The

Bryan Lee Show

1

}

)
J.

PHONE: (618) 453-3636
GENERAL INFORMATION
The Craft Shop IS a welcome place for beqinrung crilis per!IOns and lor people
who just want to relax and play creatively.
Workshops ar" avail.;.ble to those who want to learn a craft at a mm1mum
charge to ·,e, the workshop !nstructor's fee.
Resource craft books are available .J you prefer teaching your!18lt a specihc
art or craft. The Craft Shop shde library baa been added this put Spnng to also
serve yow needs
So, il you always wanted to learn a craft or just eip&nment, but did not know
where or how-now's your chance! Come in and EnJoy
All we a.sk is that you ueat the eqwpmant and tools with care and that you
citNlll up after yourealf.
The Craft Shop operates to earve the needs of the students, and a:nsts to help
"Make Good Things Happen" in the Student Center.

I

I
I

ft

MEMBERSHIP
The use of the Craft Shop and its facilities, eqWPJDent. tools etc . are free to all
requrtered students at Southeru IllinoiS University. A current p.ud lee statement
and I. D. must be sbowu for identification. Craft workshops are avatlable at a nun•·
mal cost
Student spo..-, University Faculty, Staff and theu spouses, Aluzmu members
may utilize the ar•a but must purchase a membership card hrst ($5.00 per
eamester). To enroU in a workshop they must alao pay the worbbop 1-.
Community people may en.roU in craft workshops, but can reqiSter for t " MSsions cm}y durin9 the second - k of registration, and after purchue of a membership card.

WORKSHOPS:

(

All wnrb.bope r1lqllUe ad•a.zacw tequrtr•tma R.Qwtr•bollo bequg Agq 25th And eDd.Ji S.pt 12th Cr•ft
Wcxbhapa b.qtD Sepl 15
Coate~ aDd eh.ell: out our new WoodwotkUIQ Lab' i n!•
~ «~fiitpmeat'
Aak about the D.w MAXE rT & T.IUtE rT SEll'.; .ad lhe LUNCH BUNCH WORKSHOPS•
C.racuc- Worbbos- u .. 1 S6 30 lab t.. lndl"nd.\l&la mu.t pan:..._ lheu oWD su.ppi.J" tQ! all oth•r worll:

=

•b-

Ceramics- HcmdbulldiDg. Wheel TbrowiDg
W.t~•Y•

I

Mood•ya

0

Mondays W .tDeadays

Sept ISO<t 13

I Tu..t.p·Thunda.,.
ll Tu..Uys Tbundays

Stained Glass
[
(]

Mcmdan WedaHd•y•
MoDdays W.tnewta,.•

Sl200
112 00

Sept lf>Qc, 14
Sept lf>O<t 14

s 7p ..
730930pm

Sl200
Sl2 00

S.p• 1s O<t e
S.p1 IS O<t 8

5 7p m
730930pm

Sl600
116 00

Woodworking Lab
I Tu•.days
U Tu.eedan:

l"''·'

5 7p m

SIO 00

730930pm

SIOOO

S.pt 180<t 16

5 7p m

SIOOO

Sept I&O<t 14

5 7p

'·''
''''

:..1

L"''·' 1.1

Batik

1

Macrame
Thuncl.yo

Sept lfi.Oct 16

7 IS 9

15r m

Sl200

Watercolor Drawing
T.....t•yo

HE'S BACK!
"THE BLIND GIANT OF
THE BLUES" ••• BRYAN LEE
a versatile, soulful
Rhythm & Blues
Band
Sun.:
Gus Pappelis Jazz Fuston

611 S.lllinios

Oct 21 No• 18

57 p"'

112 00

O<t 21 No• 18

730930pm

SllOO

QuUtlng
T..-.yo

Calligraphy
Bammock-Maldng.
2 day workshop "Spec•al"
.,.J.. ,
Thmrod.o.,.

Oct

2~ Noo

2ll

Silbcreen
feiJ'-tV!Ar•tltCr&ttas.I..
F ncS•y Nov 7th. Thur!ld•?. 0..: 4tb
Fnd•y. Dret Stb All Mles rua hom 10 • m to6 p m
LD tbe Stodeat C.at•r

1

S800

Dl

Basket Weaving

57p m

SJS 00
lachut... Suppll•

7309JO~m

Sl2 00

CRAFT !:HOP POlTERY SALE
Frld•y Sept 5th. ll a m !-o 6 p m
F. .tunDQ H.:Jdm~Ade p~~KeS by ) LID Cook
&Dd l Lm Budde Cratt Shop

G.u.,.,

I
\
\

~
\

I

MURDALE TRUE VALUE
HARDWARE
MUADALE SHOPPING CENTEF
CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS

...,.... IWDn Sat le.m lp,._ Sunda<r 11 .... ,P"'

"V•oe>e••'•'"''"•.,..r.,,,
::t••"'

~

ftctD•••' •"'••• -oll

,,J

.. SCOTCH •• MAGIC
TRANSPARENT
TAPE

r,•!•p•T"•·a·,•coP••·.,
&00'..,.,

•Pifll'

P .. ·~•"'•r.t

~t'l-•'I•O"'Q•'IT,..II!'p·~·

.. ~~on ',

WEATHERAlL!

P·t'l•••vo...•"''""•*""'ou'

ACRYLIC

.,,..._,.,••fot~uta

LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

4~p•y

'"'OUO"' .. 'flul"'ddaf . . . .,..,
.nbettot

to 'IIIPOOd

,.,.,.,.,, lf'l•no•n conc,ete

10~

tl•oclll

b"~ll

1nd ttucc:o

"V•••"-'tt• Dvf1 ..............
~M~nl"''

D'ot«<

ONE-COAT
CEILING LATEX

..aodtocomer~"~•ovo" ~n·

.. bf•Qt" ...... ,. ,,,,,,.. ,.,.,

-"'"Q .. St.P\. . . . ~·O"UQ"
Ot' ~moo'"' ,.a.ng t..,c••
anc ~irt On• ~~ (Oven

co,..et-t ""'tt .,,,.c:es ,,. •

~D•D"w.OIHf'u''P'OfKhOf't

tone'• coa• --mou1 ~r•H•
caw

tOI'It~you~d¥0"'

.,.111

........ ,.,.....~ "••"~1"1'
•••~•n •ot ar-.o:: ...,., .Oit__.
but.,,. at~awt ""- g•••,. o•

~

ttre

''t.fi.C'K"•,CI .... <' f.O.n;

H~ll

All Vinyl

SOLID COLOR
LATEX STAIN
r.,_ ,•.,.u••

J.~,~,..,,.,.,...~

11~
.. c.o....-

MARVELUSTRE~

···:::::::.:.~ :::,:o:: ;::m:.:::n~
D•••• herd ..-d tmootft-

t,.,.,.

~'~•gl'l

,s

p

fll..W1rtt

7~

~
19c

~

~

.,.

'T"· I

'

·A~·'

"

'

• e-n ......

GAL

~-CO<t9nuP
~TeJOOJQ

Lata• .,.Kl'lt.: co«'"9 erMI

•"CJ .....~bfh"' u .. ov...

, . . ,., fat atOfl•l• drowet

~aster,..'bo<l•aOf'clil~

,, ....."

WAll RNISH

ltO"'I'tWI.-.cf . . . . .,.,..,, ........

for '"O"' "'dong c:owe••o•

o\tso mo . . . IM1It c.menl 10
McriCQ
.,.2flrtA4!

o...

E

Ground
A1apter

OUST-STOP
AIR FILTERS
....... ,•.. .............. ' '

SELECT
LATEX RAT

-....._.....DRIVfWAY
SEAI.fR

Fol ....... ~,...alllll'OOCI-

.ood ·• ,,,,

r:- .. ,, ....... ,..,, ... ,

fonoW.Aj'IC'lfor":t.a•e""~"'

~717

LATEX
SEMI-GLOSS
,....,.gre... lftd.ool

n,cft"~o

A4Col0tt•

...,.,,,.

~f

v•Stb•e '"''O...,rt"'

'"•'

'ijij~

All V1nyl

Woodsman-~

.. ,,OO"'tt

..... ,, ........ "

~

9:!.

~-

Aroct\·.,..,..,..."llfot*..,'-

• • ( ...... ~I!'

~,,....,,,....,.nq

t••

Cube Tap

SAT-N-HUP
LATEX R.AT

. -:- ·•

I04A

PRESERVATNE

OS'

~;tt;~~r,
10 99
- GAL

a~.c;"'""'

OIL STAIN
AND WOOD

..t."''''•'

26.9S

BATHROOM
FAN-LIGHT

Semi-Trans,arent

;.;;.~
........_...

~nogs6t",....,..

•4~

1:!.4

tfHJz.
Fiberglass

HAMMER
e~t

110voh

&GAL$13.35
10 GAL $75.11
17 GAL $75.95
20 GAL $79.95

33.95•

i·

I

QUIK
BROOM
VACUUM
~ f t up•oQ"~
!!.IF .. 11()01'1-

I<'•

89c

1

'
vr-

"'
"->Q'>

"
.and

CD""'P .. ~ ......... ..

.abuv• ,,.... '•oc.••

~·l"•""u,.

o• •Erltqh' cj.....,

c... ~

Gt&fl!MM

.

~

~·'~"~~~, . . . .t..II"PIC.("4of:l

•n•t (llf'df'l

N~/co4/1.J6

,.-~

LIGHT BULBS
~ou•

t:u•OS.

SPECIALS

;10W'lo

6(1

75 o• 1oc.,.,af~
'•otrllld

•c•

AEROSOL
UPHOLSTERY
SHAMPOO
C lt'.l"l'l. :u•• ~

!IOff

,.,ft l~

•.-

...... f,tt'l•·<

v&0~24820~3J

1

~
.J
•

•round
TTr

'"'""'ov,._8o<Jd·~

'>.

MURDALE SAFE & LOCK
BACK-TO-SCHOOL

•

Ao• [ko•pow •ub~>CM--" b
hur:€!•e-ds oi ~oM

'r .----~;·i&

~

VACUUM
CLEANER BAGS
n ... ,~-

D.telts.moret)OWe'l'

A~~mMte..,..

~

••tv ..,n,:

..... cad .... ,.,.,,. ab,o•n'l

'1~11!1

<Bf(':

SPEED-0-MATIC
HOT WATER HEATERS

Buv any top qualltv
dudbolt gettnstal·
taUon •;, priCe

WEISER DEADBOLTS

'12" to '2211

~.
2.89
COMBINATION
PADLOCK

MASTER CHAIN
& LOCK SET

feau1 tn l·N.tl'\oe. dlebnQ

8o1ft (;...... and tft-M:Iille .,.
ca•• h••cM"•d F•atu•••
t~a.,......cornDM"~.
~

1~1)

fhout.lndsofr~PW•CO"'

II

166.. (

1.59

TRIPlE SHELF
BRACKm
Ttoe MtractiW. ""9ft Iff~

•'*' nbbe<l

Ot1'18110nS
t<ta•
strong
Cf0y01e·w811 cDn•ttuCitOrt

•"'•'' brac:taets

sr..meusl...

ftrus, lay 1D !MIMI

1500

\ ..

~on.,I'UCttO"

H.n. iplventnd

0033

ROLLER
COVER
"'-'P ¥\0 P•lf'

I

~iN. ROLLER ~~

1.66 ~AME

9 '" .::aver "M\dln ~~
~·ntsw•·Pie_.... 11.-du.om
.1()9 ~P 009

AdtLI'II•D•• ten!l on 5"D
oft cyh"d•r
Th•eotd•d
'oreJr.~.,..~

SOOJ'9C<:¥.1

---qp'ocus-------- - Hambo

hor~t· tt·ll~

a!l

Strai{!llt.ft·onJ tvlzose mozttlz?
R~

Kt>n :\lac Garrigle
Editor
She makes a living by pulling
a cart around an o\·al dirt track
"Nt>\'er bt'en anv faster · ·
Sht>'s worth close to $3041.000
"If sht> races good. no one can
bt'at her "
She's fast \'rrv fast Her timt•
of 1 :56 I is the fastest ever bv a
two-year-old pal'lng filly
·
''Sht>'s favored. I'm surt' ·
Favored to wm thr fillv
portion of the Hambo Fa,·ored
to bring home a big payday for
those who ride her. those who
tram ht-r and those who own
ht>r
"She's a mce mare. hut .Jesus
sht-'s a simple son of a h:trh ...
her dri\·t'r. not jockl'y. :;rt>vt>
Waller savs about Heather·s
fo'eatilt-r. a· IJorse that mJ\ he
gomg places
·
Beatht>r·s a ime ,;tuhhorn
mare Prettrt'~l mare m all the
land. as the song goe,; Yt•t th~>'
lady like~ to han• thmg" ht•r
own way- just Jbout iii! the
tlmt• Thost' that know lll'r sa'
-;he's skrlled and bimdmg tasi.
yl't
tempcranwnra:
and
ht•ar!strong She ran bt' a patn m
lht• hor!'t>,; arse at linlt'"· vt•l
thr; lrt>e sprr!l bacb up ht>r
dt'fr:Jnt artrtudt· with w'""
"She ha,; rdPa> rn the race
Ho Karls~on. <lilt' ni ht•r groom,.;.
s.~y> w1th a thrck !'wPrlrsh a::-·
~ews

Advanced slide rules
... from Texas Instruments.
Tl-55.

Powerful ~lirlt• mit'. !'tati,;ti•:al funl'tinn:'. :t~-,;tt·p
prn~.tmmahilitv. 10 memnriP!'. J.tO-pagt• ( ·af,·ulrrl"r

/)pri.•wr~ .llaku;q Su11rc·rhook Arlaptt·r eharg-t•r.

$ ~995

Carryin_g ra.."t'.
Slimlin~

Tl- 35

~tati!<tl('al funetion,;. l'p to ],-> lt·wh. nf
pan..nthl'~l'" and -1 pt•nding "!)(•ration,:. ('on,;tant

:-;Jidt• nllt',

~lt·mor;.·r"

fpatun· with 2 fully antr.mt"tie

mt•mone,.;.

s 2495

Stall !'hot" b.' \IPlanif' KPII

Rf'porter KPn :\lac Garrigle gPts a holllp from HPalhPr's Fnlh.-r
ct>nt "You can't pull hl'r up.
Uncl' she starts to go. sht> ;;tarts
to go .. He shakt>S h1s head. Hl'
often shakes his hl'ad when
t nntmut·tl 1111 l'aL!t' 11 >

Add leadership

~------~--------------'
University Mall
Presents

to your

college schedule.
College military science courses are courses
in leadership development. They offer you management experiences which will benefit you
in ony career. civilian or military.
You can take the first courses as a freshman
or sophomore without obligation. Advanced
courses. in your junior and senior years. lead
you to a postion of responsibility as an officer
in tne active Army or Reserves.
As on Army ROTC student, you'll hove the
opportunity to apply for full tuition and selected fees s-::holorships. And you'll earn nearly
$2.000 during your lost 2 years of college.
Don't wait until after college to get practice!
management experier• e. Add lead~rship to
your class schedule now.
Course#
Title:
SPm. Hrs.
AMS 101 U.S. Defense Establishment
Call#
Sect.
Time
Days
Bldg.
Rm.#
37
5089
1
09:00
T
Pull
5090
2
10:00
T
Pull
37
5091
3
09:00
Th Wham
212
5092
4
10:00
Th LS II
450
5093
5
10:00
F Quig
122
5094
6
11 :00 M
Wham
3018
5095
7
01 :00 T
Faner
2008
5096
8
02:00
T
Foner
1222

,
l

SALUKI
SATURDAY
AUGUST 30
1-5 p.m.
The Saluki football players, trainers and coaches turn out in full
force this Saturday, to meet fans, sign autographs, and show you
what SIU football is all about.
Tickets to all home games will be on sale too, in the following
stores:
Just Pants
Swiss Colony
Zales
Harner-Rausch
Phillips
Sears

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
FOR DETAILS:
See yC'lJr Ac ....demic Advisor. or call CPT Webb
at 453-5'."'86. or come by and ~ee u:. 1:1 tiudding
T-40. located between Foner Hall and Morris library.

MON SAl 10

«

SUNDA ~

NOONS 30

un1vers1ty mall
ROUTE 13 EAST

CARBONDALE:

I

----~OCUS----------------

Atlnie trotted a lllJrse lJtlP lla,·
atlllslle :~a proomer er-er sitlce
.•

LASAGNA

.c:.,s~~Jccs __.. {

L

8• Linda :\lbtort
starr Writn
Am1d
the
ineiE'gant
~urroundings and the group of
young. male groomers at the Du
(JUOJn State Fa1r horse stables.
a slender. w1n woman
~truggiE's with drt!'rminatwn to
han!! the hea,·y tron )Zate that
will kt-ep a trottPr securE' in Its

.~

:::__- ....

~

•

fL,'i1-1T .

This Weelc's Special
at the S.l. Airport

Breakfast & Lunch

549-8522

~-r:.~ .. . ____..
ys

~tall

·-r,•t• \\orkt>d

with horst>S for
nearly 25 yea~ now and I t>nJO~
my worK as ITIUeh as ever." the
tired worker sa1d ··sut. vou
kno·". l'vt> found that I just
ean·t lift the heavy eqwpment
and harness earls hke I used
to.··
Some tall h!'r grandma
Others eall her mom. But most
of the Garnsy harness racing
stable workers of Pampano
Park. F'la . just call her AnniE'
Having eelebratE'd her 60th
birthdav last week. Anna
Rowand· is a self-made woman
whose vears of hard. laborious
work show Ill the sears that
mark her face and bodv and the
callouses that cover h~r hands
t unlmuo·rl nn l'a~:e tj'

I'VE GOT THE
BEST KEG PLAN
IN SO. ILL.

CALL ME457-2721

Slaff Pholo

b~

:\IPiani,. Hvll

:\nnie Rowand, 60 years young, tends to a trotter.

69

The Wine Store

'2 pok cans

EASTGATE
LIQUOR MART

Budweiser

Wall & Walnut/549-5202

~~ $185
~

~~·o.~~, OLY
( --~ ~~-~ $3.39
l• . •

~.Gl

1

r.

I

6 pak cans

or

12 pok cons

6 pok NR bottles

Rhinelander HOT WEATHER
MONEY SAVER!

•"-:;. ~
.....~ ,.flit.

+

BUY A CASE
OF BEER •••

Dep.

Jack Daniels
~~~~
79

$7

6 pok NR bottles

GET A 754

BAG OF ICE

Case Returnable Bot.

FOR 2541

~

}

Gordon's

Kiev

I ·-~ $2.99 ;·~ $4.29
,
1

:""

~

6 pk cons

!

12pok NR.

>-~$4.39

)

ALL BEER
ICE COLD

...,

750 ml

·

·

California Jug Wines
Almaden: 3 Liters
Mt. Chablis, Mt. Bu'}lundy,
Mt. Nectar Vin Rose

750 ml

~tillbrook~~

~ $3.69
W

,

750 ml

Lambrusco, Rosato
& Bianco

I.!

~HL~~~~!c~REAT
$7
RUSSIANS
IMPORTED

750 ml

Extra Value Imports
Giacobazzi : 750 ml

750ml

KELLER- GEISTER
LARGEST
1

/

·~j, ~~~~99 eo<~ '----~~-~~9 ollth~:~

SELLING WHITE
WINE IN

GERMANY

$

179 r~,
750ml.
IMPORTED

¥

oi!t.r.s>

__
...._... qpocus·-···_···_···~·:·_···_·.. _
... _____
Harness racin[.!, concerts, llancing
to llighliglzt Dll Quoin fair festil~ities
Hete is wbat's coming up at
the DuQuoin State Fair until
festivities end Monday:

~.
DUQUOIN

Friday Is Country Weswm

Day
II a.m.: Dairy cattle and swine

judging begins
I p.m. : Grand Circuit harness
racmg featuring Almahurst
Farm tw&-year--()Jd colt and filly
pacer.;
6 and 9 p.m.: The Kenny
Rogers-Dottie West Show
6 and 9 p.m.: First heat
country and western dance
Satarday is Hamblf'tonlan
Day
7:30a.m.: Hambletonian Day
10 OOC Meter Run
8 A.m.: Dairy catUe and swine

jucJ&ing

STATE I'AJR
11 a.m. and 5 p.m.: Pork

producers cookout contest
Noon: Hambleton ian D11y
race program bel{ins
H~m~i~~ni:~rst heat of the
2:15p.m.: Second heat of the
Hambletonian
5 p.m.: Catholic Mass in
grandstand
8 p.m.: Mac Davis in concert
8 p.m.: First heat disco dance

Hambo horse tells all
!t'oaliii1Jf'd from Pagr 121

discussing Heather's Feather. a
horse he must baby-sit each
day.
"Sbe bas to have her own
way," he etllltinued. "'She's a
little crazy. She has 1deas
sometimes. She don't like other
bones. Sbe kicked them away.
She kicks a 1ot."
She loves ~-eras well. Drinks
coffee, eats doughnuts. Likes to
go out at night and eat grass and
get drunk, according to
Karlsson.
Yet she ~ets the job done

cume race time.

"She's like a woman." says
Diane Eakin, another of
Heather's grooms. "She likes to
be spoiled.
Youher
have
to fix She
her
up
and treat
right."
paused. reflected for a moment.
"And she's temperamental."
"She's a typical female."
agrees Waller. "You never
know what she's gonna do
next."

Sunday Is Sll' Day
9:30a.m.: Church services in
free entertainment tent
10 a.m.: Water fights begin in
beach area <all dayl
1 p.m.: Grand Circuit harness
racmg begins for three-year-()Jd
pacing fillies and colts
8 p.m.: The Marshall Tucker
Band in concert
8 p.m.: First heat disco dance
~onday

Is Firefighter's Day

!I a.m.: <.>ames between fire

department in beach area
Noon: Firefighters parade
through fairgrounds
1 p.m.: Grand Circuit harness

j..

:~

a few good leaders. (~

Being o Morine officer requires many things. Totol
responsibility. Ability to give lOOoo to every

year--())d trotters
8 p.m.: Labor Day night show
starrinfJ Red Skelton with Clay
and Sa ly Hart
di!J:;da~~~idnight: First heat

challenge-every time. Above all. leadership; the
single most critical skill sought after by on emplayer--military or civilian. If you hove the potentiol. desire, toughness and determination. we con
make you a leader. Not just while you're a Morine
officer but for the rest of your life. See your Marine
Corps Programs Representatives in the Student

Closing night fireworks
followingRedSkeltonshowfree

Center at the River rooms. Sept. 2-4. from 8o.m. to
4p.m.orcall(314)263-5814collect.

r:;~n~ f~~a:~~ng ani'~~~

The Proud The
~-----------.J•-=••.iiiiiii"iiiiiliiii"

iiia=:====•••-1

PUBLIC NOTICE
DIRECTORY INFORMATION

ba~= of~:!f~d~d~th~nba~=

of those that must deal with this
free-willed lady is the thought
that what Heather's Feather is
going to do next.. .is win at Du
Quoin.

,._h--·ted·
YYCU.I
•

SOUTHERN IlliNOIS UNIVERSITY
AT CARBONDALE
Under the University policy on the Release of Student Information and Public low 93380 as
amended. the University may make accessible to any person external to the University
"directory information" concerning a student. unless that student rootofies the Office of Ad·
miSSIOns and Records that he or she ob,ects to the release of such 1nformat1on. 0lfectory
onformotion os cons1dered to be publiC on nature and "Viii be ""leased at any lime upon request
wothout proor approval from the student Notice •s therefore gh.. ~n thct d~rectory onformotoon
los ted below in respect to each student enrolled ot South<:'!' illonc.is Unoversit~ ~t Carbondale
woll be ovoiloble to any person unless the student files in wroting w' !h the Office of Admossoons
and Records a request to restrict release of student d~re{lory informotoon to external sources.

'

The Universoty has desogned as d~rectory onfor""otoon the followong student onformatonn
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Any student enrolled for the Fall Semester who does not w1sh to hove released any or all
of the above listed •tems of onfarmotian should contact. on person the Off1ce of Admossoons
and Records. Woody Hall by Thursday. September 4. 1980. Students who elect to restroct
release of student information must sign a statement to that effect The restroct;on on the
release of student onformotion woll be valid untol Septem:.,er 1. 1981 and must be renewed
annually ..ach Fall Semester.
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Student nome.
Student local address and telephone number.
Student home oddres~ and telephone number.
Dote-of-birth.
Current term hours corned.
Classification (freshman sophomore. etc.)
Academ•c unot
Major.
Dotes of ol!endance.
Degrees and honors earned and dotes.
The most prevoous educational agency or onshtution attended proor to enrollment at Southern
lllonois Universoty
Participation on oHociolly recognized octovoty or sport and we1ght heoght and pictures of mem·
bees of othlehc l<:oms.

Students who wosh to verofy or correct th .. ex•shng student dorectory onlormotoon must also
contact in person the OffiCe of Admossoons and Records Woody Hall.
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Annie
trottetl. a l1orse otte da)·
.
.

onhnurd rrom Pagr IJl
"I don't come from a
backgound of working with
horses." Annie said as she
broke the twine to open a bail of
hay for the two-year-old pacer
:\-lechete Almhurst. "A friend
who owned some trotters let me
jog an old. calm and gentle
horse one dav. That was a cinch
and I've heen working as a
groomer ever since.
Traveling the Grand Circuit
of harness racing for 12 years
with Garnsy Stables, Annie and
the other groomsmen work an
average of 21 weekly races
during one March to December
racing season.
"After our winter months of
training the horses in Pampano
we move on to races in Kenlucky. New Jersey. ~ew York.
Indiana. Ohio and Michigan.
Right now It's DuQuoin which
many harness !'acers c~nsider
the besi !n harness competition." she said as she lit a
cigarette.
":\loving t.hP Hambletonian to
~ew Jersey just won't be the
same. In ~ew Jersey, it'll be too
commt>rdalized. There is real
tradition with the race here in
Du Quoin and this part of the
country is just beautiful...
Although the salary is enough
to live on. sai:l the silver-haired
groomer. at each new stop she
always looks for the most
inexpensive motel she can find.
One that has a good hot shower
and a soft bed.
While working in Du Quoin.
Annie has made her bed outside
\lechete Almhurst's stable,
a~ong side the other groomers.
~e!flre her grooming days.
Annie graduated from two
colleges. worked as an assistant
'f

.

.

stahshc.lan for brokerage
houses tn Los Angeles and
Chicago. and ser.:ed as a Lt. j.g.
m the ~avy dunng World War
II. .
Dl.vorced _several years ago.
Anme explamed that she has no
real family to speak of.
although she has one son. who
she has seen only once m 17
ye.~Hrs..
.
, e sa w3:ndenng soul ~nd I
do~ t know htm very well, she
sa•d With a trace of sadness in
her. votce. "But 1 don't like
ta!~mg a~ut that much." .
There s :-ome~mg spectal
a~t workmg. w,tth. harn~
racmg that I d11Jn l fmd whtle
workmg With ~.how ho~es." she
explal!led ... I admtre the
trotter s abiltty to stay conSlstent at one speed and then be
able to mamtam that same pace
at a much faster speed. It takes
many long hours and a lot of
pallence t.? develop that
pr~tseness.
t:nhke mos~ !"en or women
her. age. Ann~e s average day

beg1ns at 3:4;, a.m. when she
cleans the stall. waters _and
feeds her hors~ and then Jogs
~aim. for the f1rst of several
Joggmg sessiOns.
After the workout she bathes

.....

him. covers him with the proper
cover for the weather and walks
him until he is bone drv. Once
again he is cleaned. curried and
Annie brushes him and puts
clay into his hoofs to protPCt
them
"Harness racing is a little like
drugs. Once it gets into your
svstem you're lost ·~~.·ithout
them." A'nnie said with a soft
chuckle.
In the ume years that she has
been coming to the Du Quom
State Fair. Annie has never
worked with a Hambletonian
entry. A few years ago.
however. she worked with a
two-year-old trotter named
Burning ~pe_ed who was a top
money wmrung colt.
"I thought for sure I'd finally
gotten a Hambo entry. but by
the time she was three years old
she wasn't sound enough to
oualify." Annie sa 1d.
Admitting that sometimes she
feels odd being the oldest
w~rker in the stables. Annie
~1d everybody gets along just
fme. With a few squabbles now
an.~ then..
. . ..
I don t plan on retmng.
Annie said with a smile of
contentment. "I'm going to
work as long as ; m able."
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FRIDAY SPECIAL

FISH & CHIPS DINNER
$2.95
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS HONDA IS PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE THE ADDITION OF

VESPA SCOOTERS

.~

40

MORE
SEATS
NOW AVAILABLE AT SO. ILLINOIS HONDA
HIGHWAY 13 EAST C'DALE 549-7397

STEPHANIE M:LLS
Sweet Sensation

Buy these new releases
by

RCA

20th Century and Solar
at
Cgrbondale's Most Complete
Record Store
Da1ly Egyptian. August 29. 1980, Page IS
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OFFICIAL Slu·
One stop and you
are ready
for classes
MORE
School Supplies

MORE
Art Supplies

MORE
Drafting Supplies

MORE
Free Parking
SPECIAL HOURS:

AUG. 25 THRU 30
MON-THURS 8:00-8:00
FRI & SAT 8:30-5:30

REGULAR HOURS: MON-SAT 8:30-5:30

BOOKS
7 1 0 South lllineie J
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TEXTBOOKS
If saving money
is your bag ...

FROM

710

BOOKS TO

Supplies
Official S.I.U. Textbook_s_~'

STORE
tie A••· 549-7 304

Be Sure You
Have Our Bagl I
Jaily Egyptian, August 29, 1980, Page 17
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Hambomania

sc

•Small informal classes-family like setting•Special
classes 8. projects•lndividual & self directed learning
•Kindergarten for 4 8. 5 yrs. ofci-"Carbondale Courier fo
Kids"• Involved parents & dedicated teachers• After
school program (till 5:30pm)

Th.inps )·ou always u,anted
to know about the preat race
8~· Carrie Sweeney
Focus Editor
The name Hambletonian was
derived from the famous race
horse sire. Hambletonian 10.
Purchased by William Rysdyk
in 1849. Hambletonian 10 is the
direct male ancestor of 99
percent of all the American
standardbred trotters and
pacers. Sired from a distempered 25-year-{)ld horse wh~
sold for 510 and whose dam was
a crippled mare. Hambletonian
10 reportedly earned his master
5200.000 m stud fees
In 1939. while the Ham·
t>letonian was hosted at Good
Time P-:-k in Goshen. NY .. the
tra..-eling trophy tradition
began. Signifymg the greatness
of the race. the huge revere
bowl is decorated with a basrelief head of a harness horse.
The largest starllng field m
the past 5-l Hambletoman
;;easons was 23m 1953. While m
Du Quom. the largest field was
l:2 m 197-l. The smalles: fiPld
represented was six m 19.!1
Bonefish. in 1975. is the only
winner of the Hamb!Pton'an
that did not wm either the first
)r second hPat. Bonefi~h. the
;ire of :'lietted in this vear's
:ontenders. won the thtrd and
'ourth heal'>
In the 24 Years the Ham')letonian has ix>en raced at Du
~uom. the worlrt trottmg record
For three vear olds has been
·owered oi: equalled on nine
xcasions. The world record
oreakers were Emilv's Pride in
\973. Flor\is in 1963. Ayres in
\~.Super Bowl in 1972. Flirth
n 197:3. Bonefish m 1975. Steve

the second and third sets to
Quick Song and Hoot Frost But.
he stretched in the fourtl- to win
a record p;;rse of $144,590.
Kerry Way, a Gainesway
Farm filly. became the 11th and
last filly to win the Hambletonian. She did so by winning
two consecutive heats with
times of 1:58 and 1:59.

Lobell in 1976, Green Speed in
1977 and Speedy Somolli in 1978.
In 1!160. Du Quoin Fair saw its
first four-heat race, something
that had not been seen at the
Hambletonian since 1934.
Winner Blaze Hanover, who
took the first heat in 1:59, lost

Teachers'
'lllion strikes
SPRI:'\GFIELD · AP 1 - The
;taff members of Illinois'
argest teacher's union usually
tre proYidirog professional
;tnke assistance this time of
•ear. But Thursday. they were
m strike themselves--against.
:ou guessed it. the teacher's
10100.

The tinY union of 52
>Tofessionai union employees
1as refused a 3 percent pay
·atse offered by the 60,()00nember Illinois Education
\ssociation and has been on
;trike since last Friday.
Even more ironic. this strike
·omes at a time when dozens of
:Ilinois tenchers were on strike
n variou!> school districts
tround the s~te
Larry Lawlyes. head of the
ittle
union.
claims
nanagement
is
"flimlamming" the 3 percent offer
o make it appear as if it is
1bout 9 percent.
"It's certainly ironic," he
'aid. "When it comes to
.egotiating with its own em)!oyees, they whistle a different
une.
"It's exactly what they chide
·chool boards for doing when
hey bargain with teachers," he
tdded. "They're flim-flamming
he offer that they have on the
able."
lEA vice president Reg
Veaver acknowledged the ofier
'onlv 3 percent in new pay, and
aid ·the teacher's union is
ounting fringe benefits when it
alks about 9 percent.
Weaver refused to charac~rize the lEA's bargaining
tance as "flim-flamming."
'Jj!!'

lH. [)aol~ Fgyproan. August 2!1. !'IIIII

lunderganen
through
sixth grade

Registration for the 10-11 school year Is nvw open
Coll457-4765 for more information or stop by
701_ E. Pleasant Hill Rood

Drivers Delvin Miller !Devil
Hanover! and Joe O'Brien
t Leonard Hanover l will both be
making their 26th appearances
in the Hambletonian
Bill Haughton, Stanley
Dancer and Howard Beissinger.
who all have leading contenders
for this year's race. hate each
won three Hambletoniar.s and
between them have won nine of
the last 12 rae~
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TUBBY
THE TELLER It HEIE!
lllnd AH<fv Fo< You'

B•nk et your convenience. twenty· four hours • day. seven da~ a week

Apply for your TUBBY card now. It"• the futufe in baink;•no cOf"venience
lodey.

Gifts - Flowers - Dried & Fresh Plants

Murdale Shopping Ctr- CARBONDALE

10% OFF every Friday

on all cut flowers.
cash & carry 457 _2642

WESLEY
816 S. I L. Ave.

University Bank of Carbondale
lSOOWMaln

549-2116

Member FDIC

FOUNDATION
acroJJ from Me Donald's

welcome to SIU
OPPORTUNITIES FOR WORSHIP. STUDY. FELLOWSHIP. SERVICE AND RECREATION

SUNDAY WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.
COFFEE 10:30 a.m.
EAZ-N COFFEEHOUSE
9 p.m.-12 fridays & saturdays

•OPEN TO. ALL•
United Methodist Center at SIU
n 8 8 • s 8 88 8 Wfi88i 888 88 8•M WB» 8 8 sgs •»'.. ~ac~~itE:iiXi2l!~~12:i~mi
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rights organization Operation
PUSH charged Thursday that
black iirefighters were unfairly
exclud~d
fro~ _tht:
102
promotions of City f1ref1ghters
announced earlier this week.
The newly appointed fire
commissioner, William R.
Blair. said Tuesday that 52

to the rank of fire engmeer and and engineer."
about 50 more to the rank of fire
lieutenant, effective imOf 600 or more lieutenants
mediately.
. .
only -15 to 50 are black. Riddick
The Rev. George E. R1dd1ck. said. He also said fewer than 15
a PUSH spokesm::!l. said at a
news conference n.ursday that of the 250 captains and only one
the new promotions will see "at of the 100 battalion chiefs are
most 15 1black firefighters 1 black

STARDUST
BILLIARDS

'

Has R•Opened
For YOUR
POOLEASUREI
207 WEST MAIN

"

/'

Save up toS2.60
atZantigoa nesta of flavor!
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II
I Save 20¢
I each
II
I
I
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I
I

Qmlo

Where quality Mesic an food
tastes great.

sgc

...

Coupoas tood at stores listed below:

1025 E. Main Street, Carbondale
Daily Egyptian, August 29. 1980. Page 19 •
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rerttains tlte sar11e
desJ>ite nelv ~ttys in Yes

SANDWICHES

us

GYROS
~ noi(Ll be-Pf blendll:'d north
wr1h Gr t'f"lo; 'P'~ (·~and "-Prv.-.d on
rJOturol P·fo brE."od

R\' KarPn (;uno
siarr WritPr
With spPcial thanks lo .\likf'
Rf'll.

Dcsp1te the absence of its two
oldest members. Y!'s c;1ntinues
1,1 product' a sound that reflE'Cts
o\'er !t•n \'ears ni semi·
progress1ve. ·classically rooted
rock ·n· roll
Yes fans won't''" surprised !I'
hear that the group's n~w
album. "Drama ... doesn't stra\
far from tht' typwal Yes style of
Jhstraet lvnrs. classical
t:mmg. h1ts 'or baroque sound

===

GJ?eview•.

~l!Hi d1~tmct mood and tempo
,·hanges \\'hat cnnws as a
<urpn't' IS that the group can
nmtmut• to ~ound tht• ,;arne
11 1thnut .Jon .-\nderson and H1ck
\\akt>man Trur. Wakcman has
left the group befort' and 11
mamtamed 1ts stl'le. but one
11onders h011 two n'ew members
could change the group so little
The new guvs. ke"boardist
Geoff Dow nt'S ancf baSSISt
Tre\'Or Horn. hoth from a group
called Buggies. succeed 1n
playmg and soundmg like the
same Yes of five ~·!'ars ago
Downes and Horn had one pop
h1t
with
the
Ruggles
Remember "\'ideo 1\Jiled the
Radio-Star~" Thankfulh. that
bubblegul'!l gook Isn't 'an m·
rlication of what to expect out of RPcords. •

.
canlJJfllf!ll

-

~)-..\nz

Fern ..Hod('Z. :10. 3 Han·an!
1.~111 School graduate. worked 1r.
.1 nul'!lnt'r of cthPr campaign,
Jncludlnk! l';drforn1a Gm
1-:dmund (,
Brown .Jr ·,
pr<'~Jdo•ntJal carnpall(n earher
\ t'llr
\If rhn·•·

rtu~

.oJdt•,- had

h!'{'fl

~
8Ak.lAVA

(OI{t>rPd

wolnur~

working for Anderson for
months before the congressman
hired Garth as a consultant
shortly after April 2-1. when
Anderson announced he was
qUitting the GOP presidential
race and was running inst~ad as
an mdependPnt
:\lean\\'hile then• ha\'e been
staff cutbacks. some staffers
have taken salary cuts. expenses .have gone unpaid and
campatgn advance workers
who previously stayed in hotels
are now staying ir. private
homes
Sources said the canceled
train ride was typical of the
expensive campaign tactics
that prompted the shakeup.

ond

YALATOPITA

wrfh f,llo

hor·pv

75

"•

SIDE ORDERS
MU~HROON.S homt:.· modt' l /:;
ONION RINGS hom•' mod.8C
FRfi\CH FRIES 65

~Of

I L)RINK'>

BfE-R
\'llr·H

M~thPirh

Qnd • ...

~t:"~"·•q···

Gr~···., ~

...,,.

::~~L(L ~<~:::~~~:~~

~==~~12.11Sun.
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516 South Illinois Avenue Carbondale, II~~

BROWN&
COLC»lBO
Your Exclusive Kenwood Dealer Offers
more quality music for less money
Kenwood KR 3010
Receiver

Kenwo,,d KR 6050
Receiver

• 60 Watts per channel
• .02% Distortion

• 30 Watts Per Channel
• .05o/. Distortion

~~~;'~

·

AntlerstJn
nleflia ex1Jert 's l1ands
WASHJ:\GTO:\ <..\PIIndependent presidentl<~l
cand1datt> John R Anderson.
strapped for cash and falling m
the pubhc oprnion polls. ga'e
\'t'" York media consultant
Da\'Jd G<Jrth full control
Thursday over runnmg h1s
campa1gn
In a major staff shakeup.
three semor cdmpa1gn a1des
res1gned. informed sources
!'aid All were veterans of the
Illinois
Republican
congressman's 14-month qu!.'st
for the Whtte House
The sources satd Anderson
lost deputy campaign director
Edward Coyle. campa1gn
treasurE-r Francis Sheehan and
chief scheduler :lolichael Fernandez
At the same time. the Anderson campaign canceled a
planned four-day whistlestop
tram tour across five states.
partly because there was not
enough cash on hand to pay for
the trip
In the new camp2ign staff
alignment.
campaign
spokesman :\I ichael Rosenbaum said Garth would move
from his :'liew York oHice and
become campaign director m
Washmgton
MacLeod.
the
:\l1chael
current campatgn manager.
will remain but play a clear!"
-subs1dtarv role to Garth. a :'liew
York ad'vertising whiz who
gained a reputation for craftmg
television commercials to ekct
underdog :\ew York politicians
to uffice.
Covlt> and Sheehan both were
top a·ides 10 the 1976 presidential
('<1mpa1gn of Rep :\lorns l'dall

2 2)

GYROS PLA H J 00
SUVLAKl ·c,.., .• ~h"h i<.ob<'b 1 QQ
K~fiES Gret>k bury•'' I 80
SPANAKOPITA Sp•nU(h pre ..... •h h'"'o
r hepo.e I JS

Downes and Horn on "Drama ...
S0me parts of "Drama" have
definite trac..s of :\ew Wave.
particularly "White Car" and
"Does It Really Happen" on
side one. However. for the most
part. the album is reminiscent
of "Fragile" without the
tE'Chmcal brilliance and orchestration. Dowm•s doesn't use
ctn artillen of kt'\'board
trickerv. but 'he sticks with the
flambo~ ant and driving style.
The classical rtffs are tht>re. the
mt>aty instrumentals. the two
and three-part songs and the
1~·r1cal nbscunty
Compared to Yes· last ef·
fort · the whimsical
Tor·
malo." a rather overdrawn
album full of fairv tales and
flying
saucers.:...."Drama"
show·; that Yes has left its days
of .. flash-rock.. "The Yes
Album .. and "Close to the
Edge .. , behi:ld and has become
more of a song band The lyrics,
though still abstract. seem to
ha\·e more direction 3nd the
mclusion of semi-New Wave
sounding
synthesizer
backrounds offer a more upbeat
coiiE'Ction of songs.
An afterthought: The album's
dramatic art <1nd cover design
1s done by Roger Dean and
:\lagnetic Storm Ltd .. the same
I'Utfit
that
traditionallv
des1gned past Yes album
covers
I Album COIIrll'S\' of Pla~a

GRfEK SALAD V/oth h••a 'h"'"''
GrrPk ot,.,..cc., onrho"v'
SfTl I JO
lq I 85

Regular
$290.00

Regular· Sale Price
$499.00
$388.00

Kenwood KD 3100
Turntable

Kenwood LS 4088
Speaker System
• 3-Woy Speolcer
• 12-inch Woofer
• 160 Watts
Handling Power

~-~-

• Semi-Automatic
• Direct Drive
Regular
Sale Price
$199.00
$160.00

i

• Open until

9:::~

this Friday
Mo:-. iS-8:30 Sot
T-F 8-5:30
1-5

942-3166

i

'a
Free Canada Dry
Tonic With lL.
lew1s Pork
529-3348

+Dep

Weidemann

$1.39

r

0 pk can•

$1.15

Bud

6 pk cor.s

$1.99

Ausburger

S2.05

$1.90 ~

750ml

May Wine

750ml

$2.25

Almaden

l.S liter

$3.85

""

Sl~!b,,
$3.99 ~m
\'
12 pk con:;

Gilbey's Gin

KELLER Geister

6 pk cans

Oly

Purchase of

2 F Sol
1 Sun

Giacoba:z::z:i

..,

750 ml

:

.....

Castillo

Heaven Hill Bourbon
Qt. $4.05

a

-.., Fleishmann's
I

~

$2.49
..J

$3.89

Vodka
Qt.

e $3.95
·":: ':"'T

I
t

'..

TEXTBOOKS
ART SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLIES
CALCULATORS
STUDY LAMPS

BACKPACKS
PENS& INKS
LEDGERS
TAPE
STAPLERS

PAPERCLIPS
PAPERBACKS
CLASS RINGS
BINDERS

OPEN TODAY
'TIL5:30

OPEN THIS
SAT. 8-5

536-3321

STUDENT CENTER

Ca1·s., new albttm re-establisltes
tlte art of 'drone-beat' sot111d

d1sco beai. thev could reach
bevond the die-hards to a mass
auC:bence. But onlv the Cars
jumped into tht." limelight with
the :'1ew sound that was an instant commercial success.

the-art of the "drone-beat"
sound.
It is pt>rhaps the Cars'
keeness of sight that is their
greatt>St asset. As the title
would suggt>St. the band has
observed the "Panorama," the
b1g picture of the music industry. looking for the next
trend. The songs on the album
are evidence that the Cars are
in the process of creating that
trend.
The tunt>S still sound like Cars

The Cars hit the charts with
the release of "Just What I
:-.ie-eded .. and sta,·ed there for
months on the strength of the
follow-up hits ··:\Jy Best
Frtt>nd·s Girl" and "Let The
Good T1mt'S Roll ·· By giving
F:\1 radio programmt>rs the
sound they wanted plus hooks
and chorust>s
that
tht>
adolescent record buvers could
rt>late to. the Cars came up with
the b1ggest debut LP smce
Bnston.
But tht>Sedavs. tht> :\t>"' Wave
1s at an ebb. Of the hundreds of
new bands with albums out last
summer. only a score or so have
been heard from again But.
with the release of the1r new
album ··Panorama.·· the Cars
have re-established the state-of·

kevboards than before. The
hooks and fills which have
distinguished the Cars' sound
from the start were originally
guitar oriented. but are now
mostly synthesized. Elliot
Easton's guitar work is still
distinctive, but Greg Hawkt'S'
keyboards now dominate the
m1x.
Ric Ocasek is still the driving
force behind the Cars. having
once again written all the cuts.
His purely objective apProach
to song\\Titing has mamtained
the Cars as forerunners of the
musical vogue. However.
Ocasek's observational
distance is a drawback when it
comes to conveying some
emotion
As the Cars· music stravs
further from the mainstream.
so do Ocasek's lvrics. He attempts to bridge the chasm
ht'twprn himself and the

"' Randv Lvnch

\\'IDB :\tusic DirPctor
In 1978. the :-.iew Wave sound
began to establish itself. Elvis
Costello and Devo found a truly
devoted cult audience Blond1e

~~~ ~p~hJ~~~~SedH:a~n/o~n~

~~~~ ';;:~r:e t!~~::!:metnh~

listpner by writing in First or
second person. but some of h1s
futuristic mPtaphors are so
oblique that they are in·
comprehensible.
For instance. a song with a
simple title like "Gimme Some
Slack" sounds like something
that even the most avt'rage of
listeners could relate to. But
when it starts with lvrics like "I
waMa shake like li'guardia ... ,"
Ocasek may as well be speaking
in tongues.
Bassist Benjamin Orr and
David Robinson on drums form
the beat that fuels the Cars.
Producer Roy Thomas Baker
fills every space between the
beat with a whoosh or a beep
backed by the ever-present
drone. Baker is as good a
producer as anyone, from a
technical standpoint. However.
there is evidence of overindulf!ence on his part without the
innovation to justify it.
If the Cars contmue in the
same vein, they be the band
who, like Chance the gardener.
"likes to watch." Rock music
needs bands that do more than
just care about "being there"
when the new trend hits.
However, if you've been
missing out on the drone-beat
sound. "Panorama" will give
you a good view of what it looks
like from the top.
<Album courtesy of WJDBI

Complait1t filecl i11 ntidst of tif,!ht race
SPRI:'IiGFlELD 'AP 1-Aides
to Democratic congressional
candidate David R~>binson filed
a complaint Thursday alleging
that veteran Republican Rep.
Paul Findley is ab~ing his
mailing privileges to help win
re-election.
Findley's top a1de m
Washmgton denild that the Joterm congressman was doing
anything improper _"·ith h1s
··frankmg" pr1v1leges
··congressman Findley
adheres to the regulations and
rult'S very strictly. This is the
first complaint he's had in 20
vears:· Robert Wichser said bv
phonefrom Washington.
·
Rob1nson and Findley are
locked in a heated struggle in
the 20th District in Central
Illinois. Findley acknowledges
that It is his toughest campaign
smce he was first elected in

government for that postage.
But Wichser denied that
Findley had sent out seven
mass mailings. saying there
have been onJy three districtwide mailings and (lne to
Springfield residents.
Any mailings addressed to a
specific person, not just "Postal
Patron" are allowable under

1960

Stephen Stone. Robinson's
campa1gn manager. filed the
complamt with the federal
agency that ensures members
ol Congress don't abuse their
taxpayer-funded mailing
privilegt>S
"The action I'm taking is a
very serious one ... said Stone
''The
incumbent
in
a
congressional race gets enough
benefit from his incumbencv ...
Members of Congress "are
allowed to mail information
free to their constitutents under
their "frank" or signature.
Stone claimed Findley has
exce-eded the hmit of six mass
mailings in a calendar year. has
exceeded
gmdehnes
on
"laudatory"' matenal and is
also sendmg out campaign
mformation.
He noted a list Findley's
Washington office recently had
maiiE.-d out. which included a
schedule of campa1gn appearanct'S.
Findley campaij!n offic1al
Don ~orion acknowledgt•d
Parlier this week that the list of
t·ampalgn appearances was
nustakenly sent out at taxpayer
expenSf'. HP sa1d the Findley
campaign reimbursed the
••

,._,~,-

l

:: P;ui•

·•··

E!o!'P''an ..-\ugllSt~!l- 1\llll

the franking rules, Wichser
said. He said schedules of
"Town Meetings" are also
allowable.
"In each case. the items he
<Stone> has referred to have
been approved by the franking
commission before they were
sent out," said WictJser.

One of a kind

Wedding Rings
Personally designed
for .. you ..

by

)

t_dtlfl/Jl t'llt~
529-2341

Apprenticeship available
for serious person.

"I will also btn· 01
trade for scrap gold··

213

s.

Illinois

LOOKING FOR:
a) direction, a purpose in life?
b) love and caring friendships?
c) dynamic Bible teaching?
d) a non-denominational
New Testament church?

Check us out!
Neighborhood: serving the local community
Bible: where the Holy Bible Is wholly taught
Fellowship: a group of Christians meeting the
needs of each other and sharing
the love of Jesus Christ.

Meeting Sunda_v in a residence at 801 \\.
Sycamore. Carbondale 549·2786
9 a.m.-Lord's Supper, share and prayer time
10:30 a.m.-Fellowship
11:00 a.m.-Bible Teaching( Sunday School provided
for children)

.'Weeting Friday at tfte Home Economics Lounge
SIU 7 p.m. STUDENT BIBLE FELLOWSHIP

The
Lutheran Student
Center

Erlanger

~
L

6 pk
12 oz
NR

iedeman
~-----'"""'

~~~~-~

r

'4t1!o"l~ •• ;

12 pk
12 oz
cons

$209

$ 2''

Heaven
Hill Vodlca

Seagram's
7Crown

M

700 S I.Jr::·.-~rs,ry. C dole
:block north of Woody Hall'
Rev Hollord K Han to
Compu' Pastor
549-1694

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
Worship and Holy Commun1on 10:45 a.m.
Bible Topic Study Hour 9:30a.m.

750 ml

is42• ffi $4"
Tasting on Erlanger
Fri. 4-lpm

Chapel of Saint Paul
The Apostle

After the service. you re tnvited to join us
in the lounge for coffee. teo. and conversation.
The Center's programs mclude Bible study
courses. service projects. (community & notional). music. retreats. sports. outmgs. dinners.
seasonal porhes, etc.
The lutheran Center is open everyday.
You're welcome to drop by to visit, relax in
the lounge. or use the library for study. anytime.

I r,, i ,~t'r~it.,·.f(,,,, il_,-/,('''·~;,,f!.filll'tl
tllltltllt' lfttilillf.! list~ tlrt' ltJil!!
R,· Seoll Canon

siaf£ WritPr

All l'nivPrsity iamily housing
umts arl' filled and the walling
lis!!< for apartments are long.
an·ordmg to Belly Walter.
famlly
housing
husiness
managrr
Waller sa11i there are no
, aeam'H's
at
fo:vergreen
Ter,an•. loc·ated southwest of
campus. or at Southern H1lls on
tht• iar southeast end of campu~
But W;dler sa.d apphea~ions for the two locations
an• st11l bemg accepted
She sa1d some residents mnn•
out w1thout giving the rt-quired
not1n• wh1ch makes some units
ava1lable for persons on the
";utmg lists.
.. :\nvone interested should
apply.··· Waller said .. Although
tht• waiting lists are long. and
housing seems to be much
t1ghtt•r th1s year than usual.

somt• of those peopiP applit..:
ovpr a ~·t•ar ago and aren't even
m town an\·more ..
ResidPnts in family housing
arP requ1rPd to give the
l'mversitv 30--davs notice before
vacating or the~ 'arp charged an
extra month's rent. Waller said
Those sudden vacancies makr
room for more famihPs. shE'
sa1d
WaiiE'r
said
il"'terostE'd
famihes should inquire despitP
thP wa1ting hsts because lists
for some <Jpartmli'nts are
shorter th<Jn others The
ilpartments at Southern Hills
and Evergrt'en Terrace varv m
sizE' and rent
·
E\·ergreen Terrace has twoand three- lx>droom apartments
ranging in pnce from $1t;ll to
$11!..1 a month Southern Hills has
furnished and unfurnished one·
and two- bedroom apartments
ranging irom S156 to SIR6 a

month. Waller said
Thr
apartments at Evergreen
T('rrace are not furnished
:\larried graduate and un
dergraduate students mav hw
at Southern Hills if thrv can
show proor or marriagE'. Wa!IE'r
said Southern Hills also has 12
apartments for singiP stud{'nts.
but the wait for those apartments is usually at .<!ast a year
Evrrgreen Terrace is subSidized b_.· the Federal Housing
.\ummislral!on. Students m·.::;t
mret FHA financial nred
rt-quiremrnts in ordPr to live m
the complex. Waller said
FHA rrgulations state that
the incomr for a familv m
Evergreen Trrrac{' m;ov t){' no
more than $14.1ll0 for- a twoperson family. $15.900 for a
three-person f<:mily. Sli.6.'l0 for
four-Jl{'rson ramih·. $1!l.i50 for a
fi\·e-person fam1ly
8\'RSE

Chi<'a~o
~eize

poli<'e arrest three;

$5 rnillion in cocaine

CHICAGO tAPI - Police
arrl'sted two men and a woman
and se1zed S5 million v:orth of
coca me.
six
pour -ls
of
marijuana and a high-vowered
nne at a ::\orth Sade condomimum. an offic1al sa1d
:'llartv Holtzman. 30. was
:1rrested latr Wednesday night
•:~ h1s :\orth Side apartment as
tlt'
rrturnrd from :\liami
carrymg 10 pounds of ·•95
pt>r<'Pnt pure" cocame. said
p.>lJ<'P Lt. Lawrence S. Forberg.
Arrested with him werr
.-\rnaldo 1\arquez. 58. of :'otiami
and D1anna ~lartinez. 38. of
ll~o•lklyn. :\ Y . Forberg said.

All three persons were held
Thursday on charges of
pos!'rssion of a controllrd
sub:- lance.
JiOssession
of
mariJ~·ana and unlawful use of a
wrapon. Court dates and bond
had not been set.
Forberg said right officers
wore waiting for Holtzman in
his ~too.ouo condominium when
he came in carrying a brown
!rather suitcase The lieutenant
sa1d the suitcase contained four
plastic bags. each containing
about 2 1 " pounds of cocaine .
The marijuana and riflf' wert:
found in the apartment. t:e said.

YOUR TICKET
TO THE TOP:

LEARN TO FLY!
A J)llot's hceose of your own 1s a very useful busmess Skill that many
others do nor !lave 11 g•ves you a compellllve edge. It lets you move
taster. more decrsrvely 1n a modern. tuet-eH•etenr airplane It could well
be your ticket to the top'
Get started on your future success nghl now I You can take a 01scovery
fllgllt lor only St 0 You ·u actually tly an airplane Wltll tile gurdance of a
professronal Illgilt anstructor
It's your dlance to

CesSna~
'"II Clllll

t:::i

Southern Illinois Aviation
a division of WoodruJf Aviation
Southern Illinois Airport
Carbondale-Murphysboro
529-3112
SIO

Water Shed Dive Shop
The Complete Scuba Shop
and
Sign up now for scuba classes.

NAUI CERTIFIED
Classes Start Sept. 2nd

\'ISITS 1-:l'ROPF.

~sl\cd

PARIS IAPI-Mavor Jane
Byrne of Chicago hegan a 12day EuroJM!an visit to improvr
her city's international image
Thursday with meetings in
Paris with French cultural and

~

di~~m!J~f ::~~fnlsin

Paris for
four days.
Mayor Byrne said she and her
cabinet officers will meet with
their French counterparts in the
Par;s city government and will
study urban renewal projects in
the city.

DICOR
0

1-

0

ACE HARDWARE
457-3397

1028 Walnut

~

PHOTO

STUDENT

DISCOUNT
Bring your current student ID into
Dicor Photo in Westside Center and
re--cieve our student DISCOUNT CARD
This card entitles you to 10% discount on our already competitive
prices on film, paper, chemistry, batteries and mounting supplies.
We also offer a wide selection of
cameras, flashes, tripods, gadget
bags and other accessories.
Come into Dicor Photo for all your
photo needs.
0

!'i!'Pjoto

OPEN:
M.- Th. 9:30-6
Fri. 9:30-8:30
Sat. 9:30-4:30

W Main

>·':]
Murdale

1

R 13

CJ
Kentucky

c~en

%

!

~

D•~<o>ery Floghl Vohd w>•h lh" <Oupon oniy
, Oaily

1-~·ppan. ~o\ugust :!9, 1980.

Page ::

'

Vaily f:gypt1an

I

track stereo. Pm.-e

6884 after 5 pm.

~1~00.

X~~~~- ~~:~t,a~~~~ielat~ ~;_~~~~
1

:
Call 549- 1

alter 9pm

1033Aao5

IJt' '

The Llatl~ Eg~pllan <"annol
1978 CHEV'i WI:-;DOW \'an. 35<1.
..,pnn"hle for more than one da~ 5 , a 1r. be 1ge on brown. $.19110 985-6169
·rK·orrt'<·t mst>rt1on .\m· ..rl!srrs are
IOZ7Aa10
respon"ble for rht>ck1n~ thE'tr I
td\ertlst>mt>nl fort>rror!> trrorsnot , I~7K -T-Hi:·;;;oERRr~
ht• fault of tht· ad,·ertl't>r whl(·h · condil1oned. powt•r brakE'S. powPr
a·ss~n
th('
value
of
tht>
st('('rtng.crwse. ,\:\1-F:\l. excellent
adHrtls<·m~nt -..dl ht· :~d)ustro If
cond1llon Ask for Don Carlton. 457· !
,·our ad appt•aro; IIK'orrN·:I' "~ 1f : 2001 or ..;,i-2416
1028AaU5,
\OU WISh to l'ann•l \OUr ad. call >.16·
- - - - · - - - · - __ , _ _ _ __
hi!
bt•fnn· 12 (HI noon for , 1976 C'HE\TTTE 57.000 milE'S. fut>l
.t·anl·ell~rwn'" tht• ne"t tl<t)' '"-'lit'
1 l'fflctent. !!oodcondition. nt>w tirE'S
{ lassifird lnlormatron Ratr•
, 52200 or best offer. 8.13-8789
Om• lla,·-lo ct'nts pt>r "ord ;
1010Aa05 1

m!f!~~ra~~~- ct>nts p..r \\ord. per'
da,·
thrl'l' or ~ t>ur ll~t\·,_ R ct>nts pt>r
word. pt>r da\
f'rn• l~ru '\mE> Da,·s- 7 ct>nts pt>r ;
"''T~,.; r.;·~-~~~~~net.-.,n ll;ns ti n·•Hs .
IJ('r "''rd. p('r c~;,~
Twt>nl\ nr :\lor<' l>a,·s·
worJ. pt~r da~
·

'7:

1972 VOLKSWAGE:-i BUS. Good
cond1t1on. S1900. 985-2379. 1009Aall7

Mobile Homes

·

!>0:-.I'T PAY RENT'" You can
buv thiS 2 bedroom mobile homt' :
for the cost ot 1 wars rene· Only ,
$1.950 C'all 529-i9to
B&IISA£>(18;
WINmWR

1

Hlx:Ml ;;;li.w11p-~t 1

J;;y.,r~~~~~~m 5pat~~~- s~"e'J"'~: :
&191.-\l'lrll ;

WITH LOT. 1:-iCLl'DES room '

~-~~~.t:~~· IJ'o~ hd~~-~1113 ~'<n~t~
1

$;;900 Colleet392-0I>.li.
--

1

BIOOJ.-\1'05 :

--,

~~~~!..~ s~g~t·r!~?k~o~~ ~1i'~r

FOR SALE Oft TRADE. 1979
Pont1ac Gran Pnx One owner
l'nder IB.Ot~J m1les. 21m()S. fuLv
pqwppt'd. contmt>ntal krt. 5-19·1l~li
116~.-\a!O
) e•·enrngs
--------1 1969 :\ll'ST,.I,:-;G. :\IACI! I 351W.

S65UO Call after 6 oopm 549- 775R
IH8Aell8

~~~~~i!~/~,~er I~~~~ l~n~~~~P~~

Automotlves
Ford F-100

lY"J

1

t;;.;k;:_gH ~~ ;~~nt- speed ~ 12~;~
1!171 :\1·\ \ EHICk

n:H' j!ooJ on
gas :0.1£•chan~<all\ on .. xcellent
sh<tpt' S.l:i<oiMI (an ("olit't'n. 457~1~1. d;"·'
1119Aa!l6

I

·

Fall & Spring Term
:~----~45~7~--7_94_1______~
I CARU:HVlLLt:

~H.:'

I
t

1

-----------~··

UI·Sl_9.29Bl

I CARBO:";D:\U:~-\P·\RT,IE'OT

11Jx5U WITII l~xl2 hurlt·on ad·
dltton. atr. d1shwashi'r. ap
phanct'S. priYatt' woorled lol. ••x·
ct>llent cori<ht10n. S:l.'>tiO. ~9- Hlfi

1

1

l':o-;Fl R:-iiSIIEI> :O.Ia!•.' l<raduatr

t'~i'~~n\'r~f~~~~e~~·· f~l~~~~n~

I fal'!htrP~ :o.'f.n
'

1

Parts & Services

17"u"tang 4spd4ty~
AM F M lop• Play•r

n

FOREIGN CAR PARTS

Datsun Pickup 4 sp<l 4 cyl
WQn. ( y I 4 tpd

A

529-1644

( l& OO<II"'''•I•t.

GLOBAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

72 Che>w 2 Dr Ht Avto Air Conti

1000 I. Main - C"dale
529-2140
Ut-2141

Ask •bout our dltcount cerll

Miscellaneous
WATERBEDS-:";i':W KING or
Qut'en. Full warranttes. Full line of
\, acc..ssones. Call Larry at 529-48i6

I
I

_______

IOHAI~6

3 REFRIGERATORS. St50 each. I

fs~~~~z~r~~~ ru~O:lr~~
C'Ot:CH. OLD 1-'ASHIO:-;EO. -Ill's
Style. rt'co~ered and new springs
SIOO.OO 529-Jiol2 or ~9<W82
BII30Afll5

for Service:

529-1642
1978 DO!Jt<E 150 Ptckup Less than
18.000 mtles Automauc. tof~r.
~~rled. good condJtton ~~~A";t,
FOR SALE. 1971 :\1GB. A!\1-F':\1
tape. run.~ good ;l;pgotlabiP -157
-159(1 after 5pm
IHI8Aao7
197(1 PO'OTIAC t;Oo!J cond11ion
AC $.1'111 529-31-12 or :W!I-3-18:!
Bll~'\l.-\au5

KARCO

.....

e7 2'1..

ft DATSUN 11e

tor dot

~

re-d

Foreogn • Domesloc
Free Parts locotmg • 5 5tate~
N New Era Rood Carbondale
J57 0421
457·b319

C'BI~.

rod•<::.

good rvbbt!'t
M MONTI CA81.0

""¥,.,,,"

nwv 1)1("..
gOOd

up b<luf> .. (",

) CASH

We buy used s-equ;pment

l

Good condition or
needing repair .
Aucllo Hospital
S4t-Mts
1..,_,._,.,.,_

STERE
REPAIR
THE MUSIC BOX

S4t-S612

Bicycles

onl\· :woo nules. 110

Blt'Yl'LES FOR ~ALE-three at;d
IJ\t' speeds. r;eat shape. 5-19-1-187·
[',;':b:.~dalt• ICycle
r~~~:~

--~-----~----

Cameras

-a•' ·M·C'

PHIITUGHAPHIC E~l'IP:\IE:.;T
CA'OO'O !'am .. ra Ftb. Tl.b ·. :!
lt·nse~ \ I7nlm. 2tlmm. 5Urnm '
Tt•chnr<-s HS-676L·s L'assette. ~!'
nxt
ILI9AJ05

a·
A.

Recreational Vehicles

.a

po,,,

See these and more at
EppsDATSUN.Eost Rt. 13
of lake Rood.
197:1 ntE\'RULET PICI\

I

autonle:ttll' runs sood. su~:'
s:~•l nr I•·~ I otft'r. >29<17-19

'. ·

)fit._\,:···
---·-----~--·-·

t!l;:; \"EtiA HATCHBACK ,, ..,
1ronduke t>n~-tme •·ar h "'arr .rr;r \

~~:;nJ!:!~;(~;.l ~~~~~~k~or ~~~~~·r.,

tu";J..\ctm,

Houses

SPACIOt.:S BE.-\l'Tifl'L Flll'll

! Bedroom hou.•t' tn :O.lurphysl>oro.
7 5397
$4-10 pt>r month. ~~ 'BI191Bb<.l7

I

1 E:o-;JoY THi,;._s_L_l'i_m._clean.
modt>rn. 2 or :1 bedroom mobtle
homE'S Onl~ a 10 minute walk to
Crab Orchard Lake: to mmute
dnn to SIL: Sundecks. furnrshed.
AC and laundn fac1htres Also
rall-Spnng rentals avarlab'e 5291911l
B6!7.1BcQ5t'
SI:';GI.~:s. AVAILABLE :>;OW
Sl:l5 p..r month_ 12"50 Furmsht·d
and atr conditiOned t'ounln
hvmg. 2 m1IE'S past C'rab llrcharo
~~lway :o-;o Pets 5-19-~h~uJcral:

STUDENT
RENTALS
~omes Close to Campus
large& srr.all
Also 1 & 2 bdrm apts
for Summer or Fall.
Call onyl•me or
preferably between
4:00 and S:OO;:>m.

529-1082 or 549-68!0

TIIHEE ~I'EED PE:o-;'OEY S
h1kt• for sale 1975 model. $75. Call
1\alh\, at 5-l9-3Sii
10117..\105
\IIV>LTA XE-5. ~>Omm :O.II:>;OLT.-\
Ct•ltrc lt>ns Also. ch!'ap 2UOmm.
S25U :O.Irch<H'I. 549-1257
IIIHJU'>

!.Pft'E'd

.,my I top gooa bu 1

,. COMn wh•f@' b (.
good WJW ••reo,

~=~;;:~~··~·"::l;l~ri=::::::~ll

126 S. Illinois

33 5((_ .....

~te-r

~L-----4~5~7~-4~4~22~----~

;\o'..\._;,.

cocrosl from the troln ltotlon)

71 HONDA ACCOIIO •O<:i •CJ<'·o 900"
Jt; MONTI CA ... O

For Fall Cancellat.o.,
Apts & Mobde Home'

..•.. ;·,

USED ALBUM
*SALE*
SOclachon
S.lectecl Albums

'"HONDA CIVIC 121M,,, • .,, ~a•,'
boc"' outo rad•o 15 ~ rn.
71 AMC CONCOIID •ordo, P" .... '~P•
outc PC:, PB

:.~

(across from 11-oe tr01n slatoon}

Otr AM FM IS 0001'T'· • .,

6 (yl

P1C"''::! l•OUOR'liN

Guaranteed
Recycled Auto Parts

~KL/l~~a~P~mmuter bl~r:ut:,;,

.,.....

~-·

•·A'""'

·u

Audio Hospital 549-8495

Motorcycles
..._,..,..,. 131 A: t...lletlloMI

~·

Karsten Auto Recycling
Corp.

HO;I;D.-\

~ppt~ ft'ltrtar9, .3Jnc.

Reg U9.00 SPECIAL U9.U

,... ~

RII76Baol'l

CALL
ROYAL RENTALS

w1!h co":te bottene!t tope

/~;~;sJ:~: ~~~~~~/~~~i;· "J:~1d'

stret>t acros• lrorn

: f!~f~~~;:;~~';>a~~~!~~:
~~::
locatton. a"lllahlt• about Oct.,twr

"DAILY SPECIALS"
Po<ket.,zeportoble
tope player

tlh;l.-\t~l!l

conrl1l1on Carbondale :\lobllt'
Homes :>;umber 20-1. $21100. H!!
1032
lli2At1>7

ll4fiBau6

' TIIH'f::E noo\1 w . .-nl-\11-::\·r .~il

uttlitrl'S furnrsht·d S1R<IIJ(J Call o>-191 :ill5:1
tH5Ballli

ELECTRONICS

FOHD LTD 1975 r:xcellent con·
Call after,; pm 529-1220
IIR7Aaln

----

Rt. 8. Sweets Corner Plaza

PICKS

<htmn~!

--·--

~t~~i...,. ~~l~~:\}um~~·::.l(~lr~;~~~~~
$1\JO Call :">4!15\to:l

, U"I;JIT>t•l

IUINOIS COMPUTfR MARl

!::==::;:::~~~====f'.,

t171Aa07

t:n·ICIE~t)

AP:\ftT:\tE:>;T fum1shl'd. wal<'r
and lrghts J)!lld. natural gas heal .
, Crossroads Rt 13 5-19-0559 ti24Bao5

Now$! 00

~g~ ~c.:'t·;~~:n.•$1~~j~ \w'o:·a;}!!}!;]4
•after 6 041

PROTECT YOl'R
Call J1m or Gregg at ~9331' for vour rt•nters tnsurance
Eqmtabli• l.tff'
t084Ba ll

Gletvl Williams Rentals

Computer Book5
&Programs
'values to $20.00
•

ti.115Ba06

ft~::>;TERS

s~:L~·

ROO!\IS.
CARPETED.
furnished, gas anrl walt>r pard ..1
m1les East. ;l;o DogS SIW·month
~9 ~>8
1104Raoi

i

SALE

i

12><56
l':>;FL"R:>;ISHED.
AP· ,
PLIA:-iCES. underpmned. lie·
down. ct ..ck. storage. At. nf'"'

~a<f.,~0 ~o ~~~s~~-..~ 5~~~:

457-6956

: P--------------------,
Now Renting

•A tan

1

:\IAZDA GLC. 1978. 21.•.100 m1les.
i excellent conrl1t1on. 5-19·391•2
! 1160.-\ato :\IO\'In!'L mu<! st>ll
1160AaiO
!

FOR SALE

1!169Al>Uil

Apartments
RE.-\LLY :>;IC'E TWO or ont>

-rwo

COMPUTERS BY:

5

5pm

I
i

•Apple
• Texa5 ln5truments

12x60 TWO BEDIWU\1. 2 bath.'

1970 PO:>;TIAC Rl':';S wt'll-good
cond1t1on S275 Otl or bt'sl offl'r 45i5876
115l!Aa07

...,

FORRENT /

WE HAVE MOVED
Visit our Expanded
Showroom

-------- --- I

~~f~~r ~~ 457 81;;5 rla)~:iGi:~i5

FOR SALE. BA:'iJO w1th ••s<'
SIOO 457-4590
1109.·\nOi

J

ct>llent conrl111on C'all ~9-:t.! IS

1968 VW Bl'G. 4 cvhnder stick.
runs well. FM radio. new clutch
system. S60(\ f~ts~

~f?~~aust

1091Ag06

NALDER STEREO
BACK -TO--SCHOOL
SPECIALS
TO K TAPE SA CQO
S4 25 EA
ANY QUANTITY
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 1 : E
CARTRIDGE
ll5 T S60 00 SALE 524.3!1
'ARGEST SELECTION OF T.A.:'~S
AND REPLACEMENT STYLI
IN TOWN
715 S. UNIVERSITY 549-1501

:>;K" PI:'>IL CEDAR. rod homt>
:>;let' bluff \'it>w on 10 wood•'<! acrE'S
$;;9.500 Thrt•e bedroom homt' lull
basement on 5 acrE'S, cay water.
S47,i00. Twm Count~ Realtv. ~~- ·
2077 or 893 :.!Ill
.
R II ;;5Adtl8 !

8'36 WITH Rx8 addition Twn
bedroom Partlallv furmshro. a1r '
conrlrtroned Close to campus

'FORSALI

1966 !\IARTI~ Gl'ITAR. D-28
Excellent l"ond1tron. collectors
ttem $1100 s .. nous lnqumes ( Jnly
Alan: :H!I-1279
tlltHn07

ML'ST SELL $375 1978 Ptoneer

~~~ ~~~~~j~a~.?~~-~y::,«<~~~nli

;\(II

P E II

C ..\ R b 0 :>; lJ A L E
1'•7!1 1111 m!lt>s $4',tl
:11711
ll-I2Ac05

C! ILl \IBI.-\

('.,II

;,~'9

Real E3tate
., '- 1\lf'Hil\·t.l> L• J'l tor rtHohtl<'

t.~i· ryt· -~~(~~~~;· !'·r~~~\a ~iH~~~··r('( '~.r~~~:

1;~n~t,t .1~"~,< 171'1' C~lur~~!1':!b.~5:~.

1\ITCIIE:>; TABU:. CHAIRS. S.W.
rounrl maple table $51J. t\lotn walnut
~~die hast' 'compleit" tt"A~;;

~l~~f ~;~ ~ ~f ofct~~ I~~;h_::,~~;r

l•·d. chesl. rlr<'SS<'r
'1':17 :JIJI!7

sz:;o · mmt•--

1181:\fo;

Electronics
:1.1,\G:>;A VOX CU:\SOLE STEREO
rt'<'t't\'l'r, record player. $4!1 hghtt'd
bookshel\·es. oak sewm~<: tablt•
( ·ail4.~7-tuu:) PPrslsh•ntl~ ·
lf)h..;-):\~u:~

12 FOOT ALUMINl'M John Bnat
and new 7•, horse motor. S600. ~92258 after 6
t102AIIY7

Musical

Mobile Homes
lllx.';O WITH lllxl2 ;uldllum. atr.
dJsh\loasher. countrv woodt'<llvt, .-\
i <'ondltwn. dolls o'K. prl\·ate ~\1·
Hlb
llo2Bt'll!l
S:\1,\LL EIGHT ~·ooT Tra1ler
~u1e1 peact'ful St'lltn~
Preft'r
qu1et. maturt· person 5120 un
month tnclurl~ ...-ater. trash. and
elt't:.tnc1ty "" nules from <'ampu.'
on ( hataqua ~9-5033.
117uB,;J7

ONE MONTH

FREE RENT
W/ 1 yr. lease
Rt.51 North

ONE BEDROOM MOBILE llome,
Plt'asanl Hdl Road. !urn1shed. No
Pets. 549-0272 or457-2403 ..
BI068Bctlll

IRO~MMAtE

PROGRAM ASSISTANT TO wnrk
full time, c:ar necessary. work in
own community. Taking ap·

~~EDED:

i f:e~~tifJ~ou::~~ M~~~~~bor~
j $110 per month. 457-5391

!

B1189Beo7

I

F-'~t~~ ~~~t~)f· ~::.n~1

687·2921

j MALE ROOMMATE wanted to

:~:~e .F{~ogl~~~d~~~tr;; :r~~rJ:
! Furnished·

tuo

AC
Graduate
' ~ferred.
per month plus '•
I utihties. Ca I Jim at457-7795

~~ile~:?me~~?o~-~~~r~

fall. All air-conditioned. Three
~Ueat locations- Southern Park.·
'-lalibu Village-F.ast Collegt' St
Range ~ $260 ~r month. Phone

~;'.;~oodrulf

l

JIOOB~

Duplexes

o:-;E BEOROOM DUPLEX. close

: ~rc~n:,~. lgi.~.J.r coulfi!88t~

rvic~i>:J~~~~ . FALL SINGLES. WEJ.ay the heat

:\IOBILE HOMES TWO bedroom.
front and rear. Clean. carpeted.

~~~f 8~f~~.c4~~~~1i. Poo~J:~~~~72·

I ~~~~j:~~ Pf~r'::i~~t~d

n!n~dr~~

' rondilloned, also mcludes water.
trash. and maintenance. Very
clt'an. 3 miles East on New 13. :-;o
Pets. 54!Hi6J 2 or 54~3002.
BI049Bc21C
CAMBRIA. DUPLEX. 2 bedroom.
available now. $165 Jl\!r month. !IIG3719, ask lor Kathy. 8:30am·
5:00pm.
Bll74Bf09

,.----------"11
FREE BUS
7 RUNS DAILY

Rt. 51 North

Mobile Home Lots

549-3000

forapplicatio~OE.

DANVER'S RESTAURANT AT
1010 E. Main IS now accepting
person
B1l77C07

B!015C05

SERVICES
OFFERED

PROGRAM ASSI!>'TANTS TO work
or full lime 10 Jackson

~art

o~unntyco~'::; u~~f~Pak1~;ka~~

plications until 8:3Hl0. Consumer
and Homemaker EducatiOn
~r~~t~::Om E~;~~ 687-2921 J.?.{ ,~o5

3

NEW HORIZONS
(FORMERlY FREE SCHOOl)

Is looking lor in~ true tors for
the followong classes.
Mime& Mogic
Clownong
Small Business Management

Juggling
Doncercize
Foreign Food Cooking
Bosic Fore•gn longuoge
Gardening

;>;EED A P.-\PER Tvped' IB:\1
SeiE>c!r•c. fast &r • accurate.
reasonablt' rates. 54q·2258
G460E14C

2 :\IlLES EA!>'T. 10 x 50, 2 bedroom,
air SilO a month 9 month lease
:-;o pets. 457-7263.
BI058Bc06

HELP WANTED

TI'PING: Dissertations. Theses. &
Rl'Sumes. Automated equipment

~~~k ~~7{s~ r ~~f~or~~'lJ:~~. ~i9~
51

1

3351. 206 W College.

B6370EO!IC
GCARA:-;TEED ACTO REPAiRS
Your parts or mine. $5.00 hr. labor.
Phone 549·1472. Travel a little.
Save
a
lot' ' 647nf:rl6

GOOD SELECTION OF Central
air-conditioned three bedroom
mobile homes at Southern Mobile
Home Park. $80·90 per ~rson. 54~
7653.
B1M7Bdl5

GUMBY
"The Wonder Dog"

4/24/10-1!25/10

HtTSBAND AND WIFE to manage

NOW HIRI~G
PART TIME
teachers lor afternoons. Puka

o:-o;E BEDROOM. $100 a
month. 9 month ll'ase. :lio Pets.
Close toSfl' 457·7263. Bl059Bc06
8X30

R.I.P.

Gone t.ut not forgotten
lat.s& Ral:ts
Congratulations
on your engagement.

~~~~~ ~~~~~~tJ~1~ ~an!., ~~e~.We

cannot work elsewht're. husband
may take reduced pr!>8ram at Sit:
Wr1te full particulars. onclude
l:,I:Ja~~ne to P 0 Box ~\~&i

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TYPING
SERVICE:\ll'RPHYSBORO Fast. reliable.
eff1C11'nl. Ten vears eltpenence
tvping
d•ssert11t1ons
IB:\1
Correcting Selectnc 687-255.1
64l4E1112

For more mfo coli Donno ot
536-3393 or stop by the thord
floor Student Center Student
Programming CourtCil Qff,ce.

o:-;E 12x65 THREE Bedroom and
one 12x45 two bedroom Call John
between !Oam-4pm. 529-9150
1052Bc06

LOST

~~!;~tJ~~~m~~~miD

LOTS OF LO\'E at Little People's
Pre·&·hool :"at ural foods. Close to
~~~~ Enroll no" for f~l1 ~ 1 't~lJ

Love,
Rod,JeH.
ICentandJim

~~t~~ty ~~J~~~r Equa:oos~~o
Student Media Technician
£ •D•nence

need~

ound
1-ghhng prOfe<hon. and other ... ,~uol
eoqu~t Mut.t hove current ACT or
hi• and ot leo!.t one year 'ema,n1ng
1'5

H"'l

..

ot SIU. Contact MKhof>l SiaN! Adm '"
,,trohve Offtce 2nd floor Studenf
Center

AUCTIONS
&SALES

WA;>;TED: THREE :\!t:SICIA:-o;S
Kevboardist. Bass1st. Drummer to

1~I~ang~~~t~~;!~Y~~~t~~~.al1t~-

pronse. and be Interested In
playing all k1nds o! mus1c: old.
new. classical. popular, jazz. rock
blues ... all st~les. all 1dions. Cail

~;~~n~·4~7~tl': after~~~
DENTAL HYGIENIST TO work in
new dental office. Excellent salary

~i:~~~~~neJ~~~~'(r~~

256 Tamms. II. 62988.

1030C05

RESEARCH
ASSISTANT.
GRADUATE Student to do
researcb
in
reproductive

gM~~~:·o!b~O:ioc~:~~~~~rro

Rooms

hours per week. ~. Peterson
Lindegren, 16A. 536-5511 Efi'fJf.r01s

CABLE TV. ALL utilities paid,
lri~~s~~~~~co~els~~~r week.
B6274Bd05C

All,oeltloneA.-1 ......
.Af'Piyln'-

COYONE'S PIZZA

312 • S. ILLINOIS
(APL Y AFTER 4PM)

Roommates

beautil•!l trails to ride. Phone after
5pm. 457.Ql75.
10'12E05

NOTICI

I'OSTIONS OPIN
O.UM II YIA..ooiC

LADY WITH CLASS will love
sharing this two bedroom luxury
:r~r~:r:n~at~~~e Clinic:.
Bl048Be05
FEMALE

ROOMMATE

ee~:o~ ~r-n~&r~~fe ~~
2516.

~~~~n:'\;"-'S R.:~J:;;~rA~~
~:!:~~~~~~~~~ti:~:

~;errs ~~creto aett-eN~tith

can at~&~

ONE OR TWO f-~male roommates
needed to share three bedrooJm
=~ent at U•e Quadran~~i:;

ONE

ir..d~:~!~p.:.t'Wt~Y&!~~

Steve Needham.
1037E20
HORSE STALLS FOR rent. 12
mii!!S from Car~oftdale. j...ar~~

SERIOUS GRADUATE STIIDENT
with early classes in two bedroom

~7~carbondale,

YARD SALE· Misc. household

Mon. -Tues .. 2·'

i_.---.c.&;.:.~---~ Hills.

!
I

1G508e06

MALE ROO!\IMATE TO share 4
bedroom house. 2 blocks from
~=~ suo..month plus .~W~

ATTENTION! !I
CUSTOM
CABINETS, roclti~ chairs, and

Aft DHIIC10IIS Excellont job lor

~~Se~~e :~~:arir i~§ f~~ru~o

ewperience on loyvut. typography.

549-4450.

copy tiHong. and photo cropptng.
W•ll ol•o do pmten. !lye,. newspaper ocb. •llu\tt-otton. ond wtndow
......,. c-lot houn ond poy olleNd
e-ctal grophoc student prwferr·
ed. Contoct Genny Jou<h lot oppoont·
men" at 453·5167
STAff -mn This •• the chonge
you have been wa•ttng for to get
you< wort. po>bltshed If you o>re ·., '•
Moed on wrihng feottJreo lor h I 'lei
OBelisk U contact Pete Kne<ht or

1060E08

TYPING
SERVICE.
REASONABLE rates. Fast and
accurate. 54~1648.
1183EI1i'
COV~~.':l

t.:P~OLSTERY

fe~r. 1c~:11reteufi~l~}efaYbn~ng

Suppl1es avallable Call ~2f.~~:i4C

WANTED

e.cpertence nec:e-nory

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

WANTED: AIR CONDITIONERS:!

FREE COLLEGE TI<ITION. plus
monthly income on ,rart t1me
basis. can also be!onn, to ROTC

ll34Be06

-----------------

~ftmm:~ht ei~f:r:e~orT!~:l

FEMALE ROOMMATE NF.EDED
to share room in Freeman Hall.
Ca1154~l. Refer to room 207.
1137Bel3

I

~~m~~~~~a!~~~~
month-549-6727.

I

monthly income up ~o $185
possible. Contact Ilhnots Army
National Guard. Carbondale Ainkmory 618-457·5686 or West Fra fort Armory 618-937-2882 or 618-932ll61Be06 : 6162.
81004C20

~~'lt-b~~~ Af(c~~
.

~~s.

P

t bl
g n tank
or a e oxy e US2Ko8

~~~~~nE~!nnk:kdaJ. ~~

Monday Septemtier 1. Watch
Signs.
1184K05
OAK DESK- $65. Hoosier Cabinet

~~~.~f~;..~la["~
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

~~~~:i~~ c~~,~~~~ ro~~~ag:p~~~

meat products from Midwest to
West
Coast
and
return

ENTERTAINERS.

= h t liners also a •~ble. Reply
to BOx 1. Dailv Egyptian.
·
•
Bll27M07

!'w!USiUANS

between !lam and ~pm.

~~~;us~~~~~~~~nt is

ANT\,Ql'ES: PHONOGRAPH,

P.OCK~T Wat~. doU,._clO!=ks.

N'rflti\fag~n~k~il~r~~fi

~~z-'~.p c:C~!:t~~s!o ~aeii 1:;;~1~

k'lot~f:~~~f:. ~~Jo!:O~':!a'f~

fa.~r~~in~uilding 22. Au~o:-JJs

Pl'RCHASE t.:SED FREIGHT
Liner. Power with new 300 HP fuel

Bruce Stmmon• at 4SJ-5167. No

MALE OR FEMALE, nic:e 3
bedroom trailer. $85.00 a montb
plus utilities, call Pat. 457-:l:seOS

1149K05

FOUR-FAl'tiiLY YARD Sale. 1200

B1154F08

tranalf~~fm~~ce. i~~~~

REWARD!~~

LOST
8·11.
Shepherd-Collie mix called Sophie
7 months old female. 45 pounds.

::Ct"'~i~~a[l';ayB~~:r~te ~:::

RIDERS WANTED

loved. Please call Liz after 7pm at
5:1~.!_224.
__
1o;uGOS

NEEDED FOR TWO BedroOIJI I EARN WHILE YOU learn. Sell
trouse, private room J!lrnis~ed.t
Avon part-time and earn~~d
us
mont!.Y to help you throu~
.
U79Be07 I ean Joan l'tlarquard. 54 86304<:10

~2s~d~c:s~~ cl:n~45~~~0.

j'

Daily Egyptian. August 29, 1980, Page 25

Eu!-it mt-t't~ W t-st

m• 2

!"tort•!"

rnovt-

into new lo.-ation!ll
NEW YORK !APl-East is
East and West is West, but
somE"times the twain do meet.
:-.leiman-Marcus is coming to
New York and Abercrombie &
I-'itch has gonE" to Dallas
The Abercrombie store
opened in Texas on Thursday.
with the same kind o.. t"xotic
merchandise that ouce drew
well-heeiPd sportsmen. including Theodore Roosevelt. to
New York to suit l'P for adventure
Neiman's will open its New
York area branrh, in the
Westchester Countv suburb of
White Plains, on Sept. 8. The
merchandise. said spokesman
KE'ith Nix. will be suited to the
··verv affluent market with
well-ftlucated and conservative
tastes··
It ·s not exactly an even swap
Dallas gets tc- keep its
:--;elman·s. And :'liew York hasn't
had an Abercrombie's since late
1977 when thE' chain WE'nt
bankrupt aftt>r R.'i years m
busmess and the :\ladison
.-\venue store and E'ight bran·
ches aroun~ the cnuntn were
clost'd Even the fittmg·~ wert'
~old. The boar's head wE'nt on
the auctiOn hlo<:k So (hd the life~•ze papier-mache horse
The nam(' .·\ht•reromhie &
F1tch .,.,., bought hY n~hman ·s
:->pnrlm!! (;oods of Houston The
,·omp<HI' says :ht• Dallas
,_;tort>--practtcall;. nght across
thE' strE'f't from a "-eiman ·s
hranch- .,.Jl] ht' tollmo.t'<l bv a
'\ew York Ahercromhit>·s
'.'lthm two n·ars
'"The ad\·enturP comPs to
Dallas ... annoum·pd an ad·
n rtisement for Abt.>rcromhte's
m a Texas magazme ··we·vt'
hunt('(\ w 1th Teddv Hnost>velt
deep in the mtenor of Afr1ca
and we've landed bonefish m
the shallows off BehzP
And
now wt>·,·e opened rn Dallas ··
While Abercrombie's was
lining up t>xot1ca like elephant
guns to tempt the Texans.
\eiman·s. whJch JS famou.~ for
the extravagant and somet1mes
<~utrageous
,•ems 1n its
!'hnstmas catalogue '"H1s ..
<~nd 'Her·· atrplant'S. anyone~
v.a~ gettmg read:.
for \ew
Yorkers
The store 1sn t m '\t•w York
C1tv itself \em<an·s is owned
hv 'carter Hawl.-., Hale Stores
llic .. of l.ns .-\nge.it·s the same
f1rm that own~ Bergdorf·
(ioodman. :--;Jx. sa1d Bergdorf.
1s alreael' ··f!rmh entrenched'"
an the Cit~· on a block-long chunk
of Fifth .-\venue bt'tween 57th
and 58th Streets So \eiman·s
opted fo:· Wh1te Plams about 45
mmutes north of kroadwav
The company took over .J
store once. used by Bergdorf's
and refurbished 1t :--;1x won·t
say how much the remodelmg
cost. 1 The White Plams branch
will be :"<eiman \o. 13 The
chain alrE>adv has brancht•s m
Texas- three. in Dallas and one
each m Fort \\orth and
Houston. and m Atlanta. Bal
Harbor. Fla. Washmgton. D c
\orthbrook. Ill.: St LoUis and
\ewport Beach and Beverly
Hills. Calif.
:-<eiman·s president Philip
~Iiller said Westcht>sler 1s
different from Texas. ""It 1s not
the same acqUiring society that
1s very evident in Texas.·· ht'
said. "lt"s a societv that I think
1s more established and is
perhaps mort' investmentoriented
than
spendingoriented··
~Iiller said the pnce range
will bt' medium to high--· we
havt>n't changed that · But
there will be plenty of gift items
for undt>r Sill as well as furs and
wwel~· at Stnll.lliMI plus

Campus Briefs
Recreation for Special Populatior., an Office of IntramuralRecreational Sports program. is takiug applications for eoach for
the wheelchair basketball team ISIU Squids I. Applications are at
the Recreation Center Information Desk.
Memorial Hospital is offering a diabetes rrellitus workshop for
ht'alth professionals 8 a.m-4 p.m .. Sept. 5, in the second floor
classroom of the Famtly Practice Center. The workshop 1s
designed for nurses and dietitians who want to learn more about
the disease and its management ar.d is accredited for 8 contact
hours by I:'liA. There is a fee of $15. Lunch is provided. Those in·
terested should preregister Friday by calling Marlene Matten at
:.-19-0721. extension 141
The Carbondale post office will operate on a holiday schedule
during Labor Day. Sept. I. There will be no regular residential or
business mail deliveries and access to lockboxes w:;I be the only
lobby service available. Special delivery and express mail will be
dehvered during the hohday weekend. Mail ptck-up from collection
boxes wiU be on holiday schedule as posted on mdividual 11nxes
Self-s~rvice postal centers will be available during the holiday at
the student center and at tht' main post office by the University
Mall
SOAR will sponsor a free bike tour~ a.m. on Saturday and a one·
day rock climbing seminar on Mont!"'y. Participants should
reg1ster in adv;mee. For details. Ct;ntact Clem Dabrowski at 457-

WHAT'S THE WORST THING THAT
COULD HAPPEN??
You piCk up the telephone. ask some
questions and make an appointment to
speak with one of the Sllllat.ulty. You go
to the appointment. find out that not
only could you bE' on scholarship next
year. but you could be on the payroll of
one of the largest and most prestigious
organizations in the world with a starting annual salary of $12.700 after
graduation. You also learn that this
organization will pay you at least
$1.800.00 even before you graduate.
Then you go home end thmk it over. You
come away w1th some valuable detailed
informot1on at no cost or risk to you in
any way. Call us at Air Force ROTC
today. Whols the wo, -~ thmg that con
happen??
453 2481

03-18.

A photograpt1y exhibit by James S1..~dalnik, Ph.D. student m
Educational Media and former producer-director for Triton
College. will be featured through Sept. -: at the Student Center
Exhibit Area on the second floor .

The Shawnee I-'ood Network will hold its annual general membt'rship meeting at 7:30p.m .. Sept. 24. at the New Life Center on
(;rand and Illinois Avenues !\otembers and general public are in·
vi ted

BDDK~WORLD
20% off selected
school supplies

'flctivities
ll.md~t·appt~l H1ght~ Orjolanwllwn.
m.-.. lm~ ..! p m . first flour cnn-

IPr!'nCf' rnnm nf Wcxxh Hall
Sl'l" him ·A!J!'n." 7 :nid !I p m.
~tudt•nl n•ntcr Auchionum
~f't" film !ale sho"'· ··(;lmmt·
Sht>lt"r .. and '"tlmt•!(a ... tt p m
Studt·nt Center l\uthtonum
Sl'!". People ScaH•njoler Hunt. 6 30-8
p m . handhalt c·ourts
Sl'\" frt••• com·l'r!. II Ill p m . ~·rl't'
1-"orum An•a
.\lu,llm Student A~socralron.
mP<'llnJol. noon-2 311 p m . llhnms
H.uom and 12<!05 :10 p m. Ae
ln·rt\ Hoom .-\
lnlt'n:arsrt~· I ·hnstran Ft>llowshrp.
JliJnOIS
mN•tJnf( 7 !I :IH p m
H. nom
lr;rn,;rn .,loslf'm OrjolanJzatron.
ml-ctmf(. 11·11 p m . Ohw Hoom
t "h• Alpha. mt't'l rng. i :ln·IO 30
p m . Kaskaskia Hoom
!;r~du<itt• Hehabllrtatwn Club.
ml't•tmg. 2·5 p m . Saline Hoom

( 'I'S..<;. met'!lng. 1·4 p m . Sangamun

Huom

l ·so. met·tmg. 4-6 p m . Jroquors

Hnom
ll<'lta Sigma Tht'ta. dam·e. 9 p.m 1
a m . Homan Room
Bl;u·k Vo1ces for Chr1st. mt'ehn!(. 7
IU.:lO p.m. Achl!ity Room B
satarda•·
Plant and Soil Sc1enct' Club.
nrE't'tmg. 8 a m noon. Ballroom

Sundav

,\lpha ·Ph1 Omt-ga. car wash. noon :,
p m . J C Penney Auto l'entl'r.
tlliVt'TSIIY

!\tall.

Inter- Varsity
Christian Fellowship
Join a Bible Study
Our meetings are on Fnc:tays
a'
t)l' t..: n •. r, tn~- Oh•o R•vE, ,....:,qn
on the second floor of the Student (enter

~OME OF THE REAL FALAFEl:

~Jir~P"~«~cr

'(/ (j ~-·
~

1...

1v .'

BODKeWDRLD
823 S. lllinois

Carbondale

549-5122

c~~~c~~s

RIDE THE
MECHANICAL
BULL
Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday-Saturday
MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WICL

TEEN NIGHT(7-11)
FREE COKES

COUNTRY WESTERN
NIGHT

FM LIVf: BROADCAST

WEDNESDAY·
CUSTOMER
----llliiii.iiiiioiiiii...,..._iiio• APPRECIAtiON
NIGHT

THURSDAY:

.. •

LADIES NIGHT

NO COVER I<: CHAMPAGNE:

l
504 OFF
I
l ON ANY ALl BABA I
L~~!!Q.YYl~!!2~-~~t-_l~J
l Coupon P•• '"'''o"'•'

8/25-8/31
S. ILLINOIS

-BOOKS-POSTERS -CARDS
-SCHOOL SUPPLIES

NO COVf:R 50<: BEER. 75<: MIXf:D

~---------------------,

~ 201

Why Go Further?

('

SPC !tim. '"Alien." 7 and 9 p m .
Studt'nt Center Audlloriwn
Sf'(' f1lm late shoW's. '"Grmme
Six> Iter·· and "Omega." II p m
Stu.Jt-nt Center Audllonwn
Chnst1ans l:nhm1tt'd. meetmg. ;.
W :10 p m . !'>!ISSISSIPJ>I Room
Alpha Kappa Alpha. danct>. 8 p m 1
a m . Roman Room

549-8023 .J

FRIDAY:

COUN!RY WESTERN
NIGHT

SATURDAY:

SUPER PARTY
NIGHT

HEAR YOUR FA VORl If: MU)IC
All REOUESI~ PlAYf:D All NIGHT
New Rt I 3 l::o~! Corlervlill'

Hot, cold feds say Dirksen Bttilding
temperatttres may 'impede .i••stice'
CHICAGO 1APl - On£' federal
judge says he caught a cold
hecause of the heating system.
another threatened to hold the
landlord in contempt of court
because of the air conditioning
system.
:'llow, the l'.S. attornev says
he has been threatened with
losing his office space because
he complains about the temperatures in the Dirksen
Federal Building
However, a GSA spokesman
denied a threat had been ulade.
U.S. Attorney Thomas P.
Sullivan says he received what
he considers a threat in a letter
from the General Services
Administration, which manages
•'.e building. In the letter, GSA
regional administrator
Clarence
S.
Sochowski
suggested Sullivan's offices
might be relocated to another
buildin~

"Tiut is a veiled threat" to
"ge: us off their backs."
Sullivan's executive assistant
Beverly Parkhurst said Wednesday.
She said Sullivan's staff, as
wpJI as employees in other

."ill! fJrofPstwr
lm.t( hP(lrt llttack
Dan McClary, professor of
microbiology, was listed in
staole but guarded condition
Wednesday in the intensive care
unit of "emorial Hospital of

~-:~~n~~\£6 . ~ft~~ s~[!er~~fic!

TuPsday morning. :\lcClary
serwd as acting chairman of
the Department of !\l1crobiology
for about one year.

federal offices there, have been
complaining for almost two
years about temperatures that
reach the 90s during the summer and the 50s during the
winter.
''The FBI. the Drug Enforcement Administration, the
I m m ig r a t io n
a n d
:'liaturalization Service - you
name the agency in this
building and almost every one
has had diffirulty with the GSA
in terms of heating or cooling as
wPaelrlkhasursotth er. p.roblems," Mrs.
58 1d.
A number of U.S. District
Court judges have criticized the
GSA from their benches.
Last fall, Judge John Powers
Crowley, charging that the heat
in his courtroom was disrupting
his proceedings and impedin~
justice. threatened to hold the
GSA in rontempt of court
Judg~ Prentice :\larshall.
try!ng a heating and ven•i!ating
bid-rigging case, in June sentenced two contractors to offer
their services to the GSA as part
of their probation.
And last week, with perspiration visible on the
foreheads of his jurors in a
criminal case. J..!.'dge :'.1~r:vin E.
,~

device

WASHI:'IIIST0:'\1
IAPl-A
device motorists can use to
1mprove gas mileage has been
g1\·en a stamp of approval from
the Environmental Protection
.-\gency, the first such gadget to
win government approvaL
The EPA said the "Pass
:\laster Vehicle Air Conditioner
Compressor Cut-Off Device"
ra:1 result in gasoline savings of '
up to 4 J:.ercent on cars using air
conditioners.
The device, which sells for
under $15. disengages the air
conditioning compressor from
the engine during heavy acceleration. allowing a car to
speed up without the extra
power demand from the air
conditioning compressor.
The rut-off device is con·
nected to the car's intake
manifold and is activated when
it senses the vacuum drop
which occurs during peak
demands of power such as
starling from a dead stop,
passing or climbing hills.
"S;nce typical heavy accelerations las' only about 5 to
30 seconds, m•.st p<!Ople won't
notice any cha.r1ge in the air
conditioning level in the
passPnger compartment," the
agrm:," said.
Nura:"<~rous products are on the
market '-Dich claim to improve
gas mileal ~. but the EPA said
the Pass M~·er was the first of
40 devices it '-ad tested which
showed
a
"statistically
si~nificant" im~ovement in
m1leage.
The agency said the Pass
!\faster, which is maml'factured
by Halem Industries ol \:ocoa,
Fla .. has "no safety prllbl!ms,
should be easy for the aventlle
consumer to install and
generally reduces p~llu~~m
emis.'lins from the ta1lp1pe.

for a church?

Aspen had to call a recess in a
trial, his court clerk said. The
judge sent both attorneys in the
case and the 12 jurors downsta1rs to the GSA building
manager's second-floor offices
to complain about the temperatu1·es.
In the summer. "Lawvers
can't work because or the heat
or have to directly spend time
calling GSA people to get ad·
justments." Mrs. Parkhurst
said. "And they 1GSA 1 come in
here and take our time when
they are supposedly doing
something - all they do is
swing thermometers. around.
They say they are making
adjustments but they are just
swinging thermometers around
and they are absolutely incompetent"
In the winter. she said.
temperatures are so cold that
·'secretaries can't type." She
said the temperature ;>roblems
occur routinely and consistenlly.
"They tell you everything
from 'We've fixed it' to 'We are
fixing it' to 'It can't be fixed
because of energy guidelin~."'
she said_ ''You might believe
•C'nntinu•·d on Pag ... :!!ll
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* Biblical preaching
* Christ-centered worship
* Warm fellowship

Word of Life Fellowship
Sunday afternoon at 1p.m.
Tuesday evening at 7:3·0p.m.
Meeting at Epiphany Lutheran Church

1.501 W. Chatauqua
Nursery and Children's Services A vaifable
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M-Th
11-12

417-lSU
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6 pk cans

~

Oly

12 pk btls. or cans

Stroh Light

EPA approves
~us-sal'·in~

Are you looking

PHOTO
NEST
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C& P320
STARTER
PACKAGE
SPECIAL!
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*100 SHEETS lx10 KODAK POL YCONTRAST
-DOUBLE WEIGHT. F SURFACE

*100 FEET 35mm KODAK PLUS-X OR TRI-X
-w/10 RELOADABLE CASSETTES

*1 gallon KODAK D-76 DEVELOPER

•

Schmidt

1.90
3.75

6 pk cans

2.19

12 pk cans

2.99

Kramer Zeller Schwarze Katz
2.86
Almaden Mt. Wines J .51. 4.19
Florio Chianti Wicker Qr.

3.25

Gilbey's Gin 750 ML

4.49

Trigo Rum Qt.

5.25

-AND DARKROOM THERMOMUER.

..A..LSO. •••
ENOUGH SUPPLIES TO MAKE
THAT FIRST EXIBITION PRINT!
COMPLETE PACKAGE $82.95
(if purchased separately $94.95)
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Party on down to Old Town.,
our dell will make any
occasion festive.
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Full-featured ldentlflc calculator wtth
3-key lndepetldent memory system
• 10-digit liquid c~l display.
• 3-key independent memory.
• One-touch pen:-ent and square root keys.
• Automatic Power-Qff (A.P.O.) prolongs
battery hta.
• Performs hyper'.. o!ics. polar coordinates.
time conversions.
• 3 levels of parentheses/4 pending
operations.
• Includes -~Nallet case and batteries.
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College receiving heavy response
to qttestioJiaire on stttdent retention
semester 1980. McCauliff said
she picked 1975 because campus
unrest in the last 1960s and earlv
19705 may have had a major
effect on student retention
rates.

8\' Karen Clare

sian Wrilt'r

The responses to a survey on
student retention are coming in
greater numbers than expected.
according to Mary Lou :\lcCauliff. assistant dean of the
College of Commumcations and
Fine Arts. and she couldn't be
more surprised
:O.lcCauliff. '>"ho is heading the
college's research on student
retention. satd the responses
are coming in even before the
last batch of questionaires has
been matled out
The study. which began last
spring. ts an attempt to find out
whv students '>"ho were in good
acade:ntc standing and those
"ho were t>nrolled tn college
drCipped out of school before
completeing thetr degrees
:-.tcraultffs ftrst task was to
:dent1f\ ;tudenb who left ."Jl'-C
hetwt.en l!l75 and the ~prtn!!

After obtaining a list of
students to be surveved. McCauliff composed a questionaire
to determine the students'
reasons for leaving. "Were they
concerned about the faculty. the
quahtv of instruction" We wa1t
to find any possible reason why
they left." she explained.
Over half of the more than
2.000 questionaires have h--en
sent out and the remainder will
be mailt'd Fridav. ).fcCauliff
said she was concerned that
manv former students wouldn't
resp'ond. but she satd the
response. so far. has ~urprised
her

to ..~~~e ~avaen~~~t:i~~e~~
survey is on the '>"ay." she said.
The results of the survey
should be completed by late fall.
McCauliff said the results will
indicate whether the reasons
students leave are collegerelated or campus-related If
reasons are related to the
college, the college can use the
information to improve the
curricula. course requirements
or academic advisement in the
college's various departments.
If the causes are campusrelated. the information can be
passed on to the appropriatE'
offices
The studv is the first student
retention siudv conducted bv a
t•ollege at Slt<c :\lcCauliff said
it could set a precedent for
student retention research by
other colleges at the l'niversity

Hosta~e's fa111ily says maiiiJ prayers

lta,·e bee11 co111fort dttring long wait
surprise inside ... said Mrs.
Lopez. "She doesn't know
Lucille but she loves her."
Their neighbors in this copper
mining town of 9.000 have also
tried to comfort the Lopezes.
The family is Roman Catholic,
and solace has come from many
They've been arri\·ing since other religious denominations.
~•0\' 4. 1979.
"About a month ago, or
maybe longer. these two ladies
Kindness and concern from
and a man drove up." recalled
~ople around the WC"'ld have
nelped ease the anxiety. anger. Jesse Lopez, a timekeeper for
sorrow and sleepless nights Kennecott Corp. "They got out,
which the familv of 22-vear-<1ld and they had a yellow rose
:\Iarine Sgt. Jimmy LOpez has floral arrangment. They were
experienced the past 300 days from a Methodist church
group."
0
ih!e~~!n~hazv:n~e~~ ~~fJ Local Mormons organized
hostage in Iran
pra,·er services for the family.
"\\.nat"s really touching to me And from their living room
is that a lot of mothers have sent window. t.'le Lopezes can see
a prayer or poem that sustained across the t.ills to a lar!'!e cross
them at the umt• the1r sons were that is lit up nightlv on behaU of
·
at war ... said Mary Lopez. a Jimmy Lope:.:.
"The caretakers are Catholic
mother of six and grandmother
but
the
Baptist
church
pays for
of five. "It's such a personal
!nuch and r know that thev !he cost of the electricity," said
~Irs. Lopez.
realiy care."
·
The familv's calend'lr doesn't
Then there's Lucille. a record the length of the hostage
woman who began writing to situation-which remains
the Lopez's 9-year-<lld daughter. deadlocked V~ith the Iranian
!'tlarcie. last December.
ParliamE'nt yet to decide the
"Periodically. ~tarcie gets a . captive< fate.
little package with some little
"1 know it's been a I~
GLOBE. Anz . :\P,
Boxes
stacked in the hallwa\· are
:W1ffed with letters postmarked
from West Germany. England.
Canada :\lexico and ~ew
Zealand. as well as from all
over the l"mted States.

A
LIYIMUSIC
10c Drafts
20c Drafts
30C Drafts
40c Drafts
SOC Drafts
6SC Drafts

Pagt' 28. Da1ly Egyplian. August 29, 19110
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good news may come in."
There are signs of strain.
however. Jesse Lopez continues
to smoke. a habit he didn't have
until his son was taken tzlltive.
He is tryinl~ to finish a rock A' all
in front of .he hillside horne-a
project Jimmy started '>"hen he
was in high school.
"I take mv frustrations out on
'that." said "the elder Lopez.
Mrs. Lopez says she has
trouble sleeping. so she work!'
on jigsaw puzzles in the middle
of the night.
Lori, 16, who had been a
cheerleader since seventh
grade. dropped out o! school
this year. ''She doesn't really
feel like it now," said her
mother.
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Holy Euchorist·S 00 ond 10 00 o.m
Church School ond Nur$ery· 10.00 a. m
Telephuo1e·529-9153
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She and ~larcie make sure the
vigil candle on the fireplace
mantel is always lit. and that
U•e vellow ribbon around the
maifbox-the symbol of waiting
used
by
other
hostage
families-is secure.

8\ .

thom bishop
This Afternoon In the
Beer Garden:

time," said :\Irs. Lopez, "but I
don't keep track of the davs.
This '>"eek I'm being rem;~ried
that it's 300 days. Yesterday is

~/.

315 S Illinois
529-3217
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..• gQu.ll taste the
differenee!

Two new acting directors named
fh Alan Scullt'y
Staff Writt'r
Two nE'W persons have been
named to head thE' RadiOTelevision Department and Sll'
Broadcasting Service
K.S Sitaram. professor of
radio-television. was named
acting director for thE' RadiO·
TE'Ie\·ision Departme-nt and Jim
Moore. Broadcasting Service
E'ngineer. was appointed acting
d1rector of Broadcasmg SerncE'. Both posts were formerly
hE'Id by H Eugene Dybv1g. who
returned to teachmg duties Aug.
15

In the past. on!' director
ht•adl.'d both thE' Radio·
Tt·lr\·ision Departml'nt and
Broadcastmg SPrVICE'. which
operates the WSIL' -F:\1 and two
Public Broadcasting Sernce
outlests. WSil' -T\' and wn;J.
T\' However. a dE'partment
studv conducted last yE'ar

concluded that the operation of
the two units could be improved
by having two directors. according to C.B. Hunt. dean of
the College of Communications
and Fine Arts. Students in the
Radio-Television Department
use wsn.: equipmPnt and
studios in "hands-on .. courses.
The reorganization will not
affect the wav student
programs are handled because
the two d1rectors will work
together on matters that apply
to both units. Hunt satd
Hunt said mPetmgs will be
held withm thE' dPpartment
during thE' nl'xt two to three
wet>ks to d1scuss other
recommendations from the
study. Rrpresenta lives from
thE' department w11l then mE'E't
w1th administrators in the
Office of the Vice Presider,t for
Academ1c
Affairs
C!i1d
Research

Teacl1ers remai11
B\ Thl' .<\ssociatl'd Press
·Teachers remained on strike
Thursday in 13 school districts
m Illinois. but in five othl'r
districts teachers ended their
walkouts and returned to their
classrooms.
Settlements were reached in
Carlvle. Metropolis, Carrollton.
Litchfield and at Belleville
Althoff Catholic High School.
sE'nding nearly 8.000 students
back to school.
The Collinsville Education
Association has been ordered to
court Friday in Madison County
to show why they should not be
held in contempt of a 2-year-i>ld
~tnke injunction. Classes for
6.5oll students have been
dt>layed since Monday.
Strikes also continued m
Johnson Citv. Murpi1ysboro.
East Richland School District in
Olnev. St. Joseph-Ogden High
Sehool in Champaign County.
:\lounds-Merid1an. Benton
Elementarv. Carlinville.
Elverado-Elkville. Carterville.
D1strict :.!30 in Chicago's
southern suburbs. Franklin in
:\!organ County and lllini Bluffs
m Glasford.
About 17.000 students are
affected by the walkouts.
Students joined teachers and
parents on the picket lines
Thur~dav in several com·
munitit'S.
Carlvle t~chers accepted a
H percent wage hike and a onevear contract in an agreement
hamrn~red out Wednesday in a

I ntt(IIIUl'd I rom

l'a~c>

Copenhaver said the r.sA is
aware that some of the tenants
have- been "displeasl'd" but
added thai heating and cooling
problems in the building have
been only "periodic."
"At times in the winter. some
of thl' hPating units have
malfunctioned . most or the
building functions fairly nor·
mally within the president's
E'nergy ![UidE'lint'S... ht> "'"d

negotiations in the Southern
Illinois city. The 145 teachers
voted late Wednesday to return
to classes.
The 44 teachers in the
Carrollton district accepted a
two-year settlement of 18
percent with the board agreeing
~o let them distribute the raise
as thev want over the two years.
The board also docked the
teachers one dav and offered a
non-reprisal clause

The
Night Safety Bus
and
Women's Safety Transit
will NOT be in operation
on
Saturday, August 30
Sunday, August 31
Monday, September 1

Hank Cellini

Aug. 27 -Sep 6 =-m~
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Billiards Parlour
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PRESENTS
DAILY LUNCH
SPECIALS

J~~bboP
Oscar Meyer
All Beef

Frank
Pickle
Chips
994

tj

..•

Hot

HAM &
~
f CHEESE
Pickle
~ Chips
• $1.49
1

Jack Daniels 75~
STOP BY AND TRY OUR
NEW VIDEO GAMES!
open lOa.m.

Operation will resume
September 2. 1910

TuesciCI~'·
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Ben
Copenhaver.
a
spokesman in the GSA regional
office. denied that the agencv'!l
letter to Sullivan was intended
as a threat. He said part of the
l~tter did mention a possit-•e
move but was in mponse to
earlier correspondence Sullivan
has had regarding the need for
expanded office space.

in 13 (listricts

Clinton Countv courtroom
under the superv'tsion of Circuit
Judge Ronald l"iemann of
Salem
Teacher spokesman John
Reed said the board granted the
teachers complete amnesty but
will dock them two days· pay
and force them to make up
another two day-; missed during
the four-day strike.
Metropolis teachers accepted
a 9 percent wage increase of·
fered after two days or intense

l..ots of heal~ l·olll
kPPfJ jPds 'stpu·ed·
that if vou did not have to sit and
deal with the problems every
s1ngle day. There is a major
problem with something th.n~s don't break down every
smgle day."

Olll

The department studv was
conducted by mt>mbers ·of the
radio-television faculty. Their
findings were reviewed by
st>Veral experts from outside
the department who gave ad·
dttlonal recommendations.
Hun_t said. A department
study is conducted every three
years. he added
Sitaram has been a member
of the broadcasting faculty
since January 19i9 A specialist
in broadcasting and cor.
munications theorv. Sitaram
has taught at the l•niversit\· of
Hawaii. Governor's StatE'
l'niversity and t:tah Siate
l'niversitv
:\loore ·JOined Broadcasting
Serv1ce m 1964 as a broadcast
enginE'er and was made chief
engineer in 1976. BeforE' coming
to S1t·.c. hi' was a broadcast
engmel'r at WHBQ·T\'
:\1emphis. Tenn

~:~\-~ 608 So. Illinois
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Arrow Memphis' first albttm

~~

i:_-

is 'pleasant' country sampler
Bv Bill Crowe
Entertainment Editor
A first album recorded b\' a
bar band is usuallv considered
to be a big st~p forward
0

1

~. t~: li ·a~r;~,~l t~!t~~d

will begin to ·gain some
recognition and get offers to
play bigger halls for more cash
Big Twist and the i\lellow
Fellows took that step last
spring after years of apprenticeship in Carbondale bars
and Chicago blues clubs and
came up with a pretty good first
effort.
Now Arrow Memphis. a
popular country band which
often performs in Carbondale.

ovPrly long solos. The emphasis
is on rh,·thm rather than flashv
guitar fills. The slower balladS
also havE' a satisfying sound to
them. mostly due to the ef·
fective use of harmony singing
bv most of the band
·However. Arrow Memphts'
first album does suf'er from one
probiem which is common
among country musicianslyrical insignificance. Every
song-all of which were written
by band members except the

--GJ?eview•.'
has just released its first studio
effort and. much like Big Twist.
the self-titled debut album is a
pleasant surprise.
"Pleasant" ts the perfect
word to descrtbe Arrow
i\lemphis' music. The six-man
band combines fme harmomc
singing with the competent
rhythm section of bassist Bob
Jones and Garv :Maxwell on
drums to create" a sound which
is pleasant to just sit back and
relax to.
The album contains a little of
everything within the country
genre: a "California-rock"
sound reminiscent of the
Eagles, a few honky tonk tunes
and some pleasant baUads. Bill
Engel's pedal steel and Glenn
Harris' lead guitar often set the
tone nicely for these tunes while
Denny Knott often rips into
instrumental fills on violin and
blues harp.
Arrow Memphis' upbeat cuts.
such as "Never Said It'd Be
Alright" and .. ~lo,·e Along.··
feature a smooth sound which is
never broken up or interrupted
with lead guitar breaks or

Vienna school
now a prison
CHICAGO (API - Closed
school buildings should be
converted to work camps to
relieve crowding in the state
prison
system.
Illinois
Corrections Director Gayle M.
Franzen says.
A clOSc!d elementary school in
Vienna was rented last month,
Fr.<tnzen said. and is being used
to house 50 convicts. costing
$4.000 a month to operate as a
"road camp" facility.
.. There tS no way to find
::heaper bed space." he satd. "I
wo•ud push this rather than
creating more buildings inside
the prisons. We will continue to
I0'1k !or more closings of schools
or institutiolis that we could use
(or worK camps."
• Franzen outlined the plan
during a meeting of the Joint
Legislative Advisory Comlhittee on Corrections, created
by the General Assembly to
oversee the state's col'r.!Ctional
~stem.

He said a second road camp.
for 50 inmates, will open within
'!wo weeks in a section of the
atate
Fairgrounds
at
Springfield and a third. for 54
inmates. is being constructed of
modular housing units on state
land just outside the Vandalia
Correctional Center.
Only prisoners with nonviolent backgrounds wno are
considered unlikely to try to
escape will be assigned to road
camps, he said
Page ~. Daaly Egypt1an . ..\ugwot 29. JWII

instrumental "Grandpa's
Breakdown"-seems to be
about how much the cowbov
loves his girl. his horse and
li,;ng in the wide-open spaces
"Old Hickory." a ballad about a
guy grieving over the death of
his horse. sounds particularly
silly.
Complaints concerning Arrow
1\temphts' lyrics don't carry
much weig~t. though. It's the
band's instrumental talents that
count.
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Recreation
Center
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SECOND
ANNUAL
"ALL-NIGHTER"

Friday, September 5, 1980
(6:00 p.m. to 6:00a.m.)
~*

Contests, Tournaments, Displays,
Free Play, Special Events,
Films, Marathons, Door
Prlzesand
Much Morel
DON'T MISS A MINUTE!

Frida.'r's Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Egyptian

ANNOUNCES
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~ ~-~·~~
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-:"hursday·s Puzzle Solved
P'A&TI'

AQI'III

eAIL

A\.LA'f
IIOLE
fLIE
UPE
HAL,aCAll.
SilO
GET

THEN GIVE US A CALL OR COME BY

aHIMia
PO.IES
'EM
E
IUMU"
Til
EJISE
I"TS
'EMO
Y
U
'AMEI
OllltGE
STATUE
li:SifN
lltii'IWEI
HIGH
IRE
T
10'
MIQ
8A•KSHOTI
OIAWE
18aE
ADAT
AFI"E

l.llll

DElla

Dlt.l•

23 Prune
26 Serwrs

48 StO<m
51 SJ)4(1er

21! Lupino. et al
29 Fuel
30 T rernel\doUs
31 T~
trlc functiOnS
35 Unusual
37 lnclucemen1

53 Tightened up
54 PromiSing

38 TV par1
39 Rern81n

61 G>rl"s name
63 Verdant ISle

41 Pl8ylhlng

64 Truat

43 Consecrate
46 Want

66 Fabric:
68 - Vegas

one
55 Sprang up
56 Gr~bes
57 Gol1 prob-
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CIOVAl Gloef 106\JAANCf COMPANY
ONA t<EMPf!IINSUilAN(f COMPANY

AN.'NCIAI. SKutliT'r INSURANCE CO

Mf!ICHAN~PIIOPtltTY IN5UAANCi CO
ST PAUL Ftltf I CASUAL TV
FORfMOST INSURANCE CO

DIEDERICH INSURANCE
SERVING SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SINCE 1949

457-6721
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After hours. nights, Suntlay1
orHolltlaytdi•IU7-SM7
Open S.turtlay t to 1:30

-~

506W. Main
Carbondale

I
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/OUTHERn
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re1taurant
Open 7 days a week
~'''''•SPECIAL•,,,,,,
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DENVER
OMELET
only 1.99
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1

Make your day- order one now.

Good until9/4

!

I
I

~

II
I
1

~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~

220 S. Illinois Ave. Carbondale
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NEW MCAT" TEST

Saturday. Sept.6, 1980
8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
Come to Room 211, Wheeler Hall by Sept. 5
to pre-register for this test.
There will be no fee required.
No one will be admitted on Sept. 6
without the yellow admission form.

Sponsored by
MEDPREP
School of Medicine
SIU-C
Add a 11 Touch of Class" to your life with a

LOW COST AUTO LOAN
from your SIU Employees Credit Union
APR on new car

loans, yeu
11.5% can
take up to 36 months
&

to repay the loan.
This is the course the DuQuoin State Fair's 10.000..
meter race will follow. The race starts at 7:30

a.m. Saturday in front of the main grandstand at
the fairgrounds.

Available on used
13.5% car
loans.
sIu

CALL YOUR

D11 Quoin racing 11ot just for horses
Bv Scott Stahmer
Associate Sports Editor
Hambletonian Day's racing
card at the Du Quoin State Fair
isn't just for horses. The B & J
Olympia Beer Distributing
Company is spon.-.oring the
Great People Race Sotur~.ay at
i:30 a.m. on the fairgrounds.
The IO.ooo-meter (6.2-milesl
race is open to all runners-as
long as they're human-and will
be split into 10 age groupings for
men and women. The divisions
are 19 and under. 20-24, 25-29, 30-

the Easter 0)(!81 Society.
For younger runners. a onemile fun run will be staged on
the dirt track in front of the
State Fair grandstand. The
entry fee is a 110 minimum
donation.
Awards given will include
Hambletonian Day T-shirts for
all finishers, and trophies will
be awarded to male and female
winners in each age group.
Special trophies will be

34. 35-39, 40-44, 4S-49, 50-54, 55-59

time overall, and to runners
who raise the most money for
the Easter Seal Society.
The race will be held entirely
within the confines of the Du

and 60 and older. There is no
entrv fee, but all r.mners must
turn' in $50 in pledges from
sponsors. That money will go to

r:::,~t~,;~rs ~~th ~~~0:~

~~o}rr:t~t~ ~N~~~~e';;;i~
the Hambletonian diri. track.
Af~er that. the course is comroads
traverseand
a rolling.
posed that
of asphalt
gravel
wooded
section
of
the
fairgrounds. Water and first aid
will be available at one-. three-

~~11 ~e~~~~ ~~:S~ r~~tsFr!!

beer and Gatorade also will be
provided at the finish.
There is no race day
registration, but entry forms
were still available Friday at
the Du Quoin State Fair's main
gate and the Easter Seal Society
office at 801 S. Oakland Ave. in
carbondale.

J.U'aturity should bolster harriers
l("ontinued from Page 32l
better than they did last year.
and from what they've indicated so far they will, then I
have to say we'll be one tough
team," the coach said.
Lettermen Mike Choffin and
Bill Laser will be joined by
newcomers Mike Keane, Tom
Breen, Craig Schwartz and
Jorge carreno to complete the
SIU roster.
Keane, a sophomore who sat
out last season, as did Breen
and Schwartz, are being
counted on by Hartzog to
provide much-needed depth
during STU's typically difficult
schedule.
The Salukis open their season

Statistics takers
are needed for
ca~t"rs'

run against someone good. That
usually brings out the best in the
athletes."
When the dual season ends,
SIU will travel to Bloomington.
Ind., for the Indiana Invitational on Oct. 11. The
following weekends, SIU will
compete in the Illinois lntercollegiates, Missouri Valley
Conference championships and
the NCAA District V meet.
"Illinois State is the team to
beat in the Intercollegiates and
the Vallev meet," Hartzog said
of the MVC's newest member.
"Sure, we've got our work cut "I seriously don't like lo:;ing to
out for us," Hc!rtzog added. ISU. but I can't avoid them
"But what the hell, if ~·ou're anymore."
going~run: you might as well

against state-rival Illinois at
Midland Hills Country Club
Sept. 13. SIU then takes to the
road for its next two duals, Sept.
20 at Illinois State and Sept. 26
at Kansas. The dual season
closes at home against Murray
State, Oct. 3.
"We could go through the dual
season without a win," Hartzog
said. "Illinois didn't lose
anyone. ISU lost only one
runner, Kansas is always good
and Murray has all their
Englishmen back.
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GCARRIESG
This Weekend

POWDER
BLUE
Open
FRI. & SAT.

9pm.-4am.

Old Rt. 13
near
Murphysboro

j
• _,

practices

Women students interested in
taking statistics during the
men's baske•ball team's
practices should contact
Assistant Coach Tim Somerville
in the basketball office in Room
118 of the Arena.
Somerville
said
the
statisticians will be responsible
for keeping track of shooting,
rebounding and defensive
statistics during Saluki practie'!S, which will get underway
Oct. 15. He added that anyone
interested should enjoy and
know
something
about
basketball, elthough no experience is necessary.
Somerville said three or four
statisticians will be chosen, and
anyone interested should
contact him within the next few
weeks.

Ask for
Kegs!
it
Y4 Barrels!
at any
Cans!
liquor
store
Bottles!
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1980 Hambletonian
has no clear favorite
hurt the Haughtons' chances.
·t still think ;mything could
18p,>en," Robert :ll!id. "Our
horses are the sharpest we've
ever seen them. I'll admit the
post hurt us a little, but that's

By Dave Kane
Staff Writer
A trotter's a horse, of course,
of course. But which of the
trotters should you endorse as a
sure bet to win the Hambletonian Trotting Classic
Saturday at the Du Quoin State
Fair?
It's one of those years where

b:a::~e~~ s=~~~

harness racing experts come UJ!
empty when you ask them if
there's a prohibitive favorite.
In past years. tnere have been
entries that stood head and
shoulders above the rest, but
the field for Du Quoin's grand
finale this year is not O'le of the
most outstanding to come along
in recent history.
Early this summer, a pair of
3-year-i>lds from the Swedish
stable of Hakan Wallner and
Jan Johnson showed signs of
going to the head of the class.
The year's fastest mile among
3-year-i>lds was turned in by
56.2
Netted at one minute
seconds, while Rodney".. Best
had chalked up six straight
stakes victories at one point in
the season.
But persistent injuries led to
the scratching of both horses
Wednesday morning prior to the
drawing for post positions. It
left a field of 19 horses to nm in
two elimination heats; the ftrst
starting at 1:50 p.m. and the
second at 2:10. The top five
fmishers from each race will
run at 3:20. Uno entry has won
two races after that one, the
winners of the ftrst three will
run at 4:40

~=
tot~n~~~Ye~~
it wiU go to the

history.
winner.

As of Wednesday afternoon,
the unofficial odds listed three
2-1 favorites: !'lioble Hustle.
whir:h will line up on the inside
rail in the first elimination heat,

~or ~~~1· h~t, ~!tt~fx~:
Hanover. which will be three
positi<~ru: from t:te inside rail in
the second heat.
Owned by Richard Staley of

Beverly Hills, Cal., and driven
by Doug Ackerman, Noble
Hustlt: was voted Two-Year-Old
Trotter of the Year in 1979 after
taking 11 wins in 19 starts. This
year has been shaky, however,
as a cut just above the hairline
on his right front ankle took a
great deal of time to heal and

~: ~ ~hfs ~~e~t

mile of 1:58.2 last week in the
Horseman Futurity at Indianapolis.
Thor Viking, one of four
Hambo entries from the
Wallman-Johnson stable, has
has only two victories in 16
starts th:s year, but has the
second-highest earnings in the
Hambletonian field
with
$159,536. His best time this year
was 1:57.8 at Syracuse on
August 16.
Di~on Hanover, which will be
one of two entries to be driven
by Johnson on the day (the
other is 1>1 shot Speedy Bones

nas

in the first heat>
-not impressed this season, starting
only seven times and finishing
third once.
There will be two entries from
the stables of famed trainerdriver Billy Haughton; Final
Score in the first heat and
Burgomeiet~ in the second
heat. Neither entry drew a good
post position as Final Score
drew no. 8 and Burgomeister
No.9. Robert Haughton, a son of
Billy and a driver himseU,
admitted both post positions

th~i~:r ~~~- ~hich will be
driven by Robert's brother
Tommy, was listed at 4-1 with
the field's fastest time this year.
1:57.2. Burgomeister will ~
guided by Billy, and is listed at
5-2. Burgomeister was owned by
Peter Haughton, another young
driving star who was killed in a
car accident last January in
New Jersey.
''A lot of us are pulling for
Burgomeister," Robert said.
"Since my brother owned him,
he's become kind of a sentimental favorite with us. Even
my father says Burgo1t1eister
could out-trot Final Score. We
worked him Wednesday morning and he looked pretty
good."
Other entries which looked
good in the odds were Wonder
Child, (3-1), to be driven by
Hugh Parshall in the ~~:>. 5 spot
in the first heat, and Nevelle
Impulse, (5-2J, to be driven by
Dick Macomber in the No. 4
spot in the second heat. Nevelle
Impulse is this year's top
money winner with $163.000.
"Drawing No. 4 won't h~
our chances too much." said
Macomber. "It's as good as
anything else because this is the
kind of year where you have
several contenders that are
right up there together."
Two driv"'"' wiD probably be

attracting as much attention at
the Hamb!etonian as the horses.
Billy Haughton and Howard
Beissinger have each won three
Hambos, and between the'*have won nine of the last 12.
Beissinger will guide Choctaw
Brave, a 15-1 shot, from the !'lio.
2 spot in the first heat. He also
will be driving Super Crown, an
8-1 ~boice, from the No. 6
poshion in the second heat.
Tickets are $15, S7 and S5 and
will be available at the grandstan<& box office Saturday.

Lathan 's act is geared
By Rod Smith
Sports F.dltor
He's got a tough act to
follow and some big sho~s to
fill.
Raifteld Lathan. a sen;or
and two-year letterman fo;:
the Saluki football team. has
his work cut out for him this
season. Lathan .,.,;u take over
the split end position vacated
by all-Missouri
Valley
Conference wide receiver
Kevin House, now playing for
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
of the National Football
League.
"There's no way I can fill
Kevm's shoes." Lathan said.
"I'll just go out and do my
best to contribute and help
our football team."
Although Lathan will
inherit House's wide receiver
slot, he may wish the speedy
split end were still around
just for his passing ability.
Last year, Lathan was on
the receiving end of two long
bombs from House on the
end·!ll'ound pass. He caught a
41-yard pass from House that
set up a touchdown in the 4138 Saluki win over Indiana
State as well as a liO-yard TO
reception in a 45-28 victory
over New Mexico State. He
"mished the season with three
catches for 114 yards for an
average of 38 yards per
reception.
The Springfield native
admitted that !iouse helped
all the receiv•~rs.
"Me, Kevin. Daryl Leake
and Mark Hemphill all
learned from each other," he
said. "Kevin had techniques
of his own that helped me.
and he taught me how to
concentrate and catch tht
ball. He and I had been
together the longest of the
receivers. He was really
helpful and taught me a lot"
In his senior year, Lathan
and his classmate. flanker
Daryl Leake. are now considered team leaders.
"Me and Daryl help teach
blocking by the receivers and
try to set an example for the

Ralfield Lathan
freshmen," the 5-9. 160
pounder said. "Sometimes in
practice we have trouble m
blocking technique, but once
you're on the field in the
game, that cornerback has to
be worried about you going
for the bomb and running
pass patterns. Once the game
starts, you can cut him or
take him straight on. :Ie loses
the advantage of knowing
when a run is coming like in
practice.··
Last year, Lathan alter·
nated downs with Leake at
the flanker, or slotback.
position, bringing in plays
from the sidelines. The two
receivers,
along
with
sophomore speedster Marvin
Hinton, will probably fill the
same role this year. La than
said the receivers can easily
adjust from the slot to the
split end positions.
Lathan. who has 4.5 speed
in the <ID-yard dash. is looking
forward to a big year.
"They used to double-team
Kevin, but they don't know
what I can do yet." Lathan
said. "\\'e've been watching
films and reading scouting
reports, but once you're on
the field, tt's just you and the
cornerback, one-on-i>ne. We
have a balanced offense. both
running and throwing. and
have confidence in both our
quarterbacks in getting the
ball to us."

Depth, matltrity should bolster cross COllntry team
l
~p

Bv Rick KlaU
Staff Writer
Maturity. team depth, and a
schedule that would put many a
cross country runner into
hysterics. highlight the 1980 SIU
cross country team.
"We should be vastly improved over last year." Coach
Lew Hartzog said of his squad
which has only one senior listed
on the 14-man roster.
"The team is definitely
·good,' " Hartzog continued,
"but it's up to the runners
themselves just how much
Jetter they're going to get."
Tom Fitzpatrick, a three-year
letterman, replaces graduated
Mike Bisase as the team's token
senior. Fitzpatrick, along with
juniors Bill Moran, Karsten
Schulz, Chris Riegger, and
sophomore Tom Rosa will form
the nucleus for what Hartzog
labels "still a very young
team," despite having seven
upperclassJren on the roster.
"Maturity will be the key to
our season, c"J)P.Cially t~e
maturing of Schulz, Moran aR1
R~~s," Hartzog said.
chu:z had an extreme!;{
productive sophomore seasonteam firsts in ev..ary meet-and
Hartzog anticipates much the

•~
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BEAT THE CLOCK-coach Lew Hartzog ch~ks the finishing
times • ' -:-eturnlnl SIV harriers (from left) Tom Fitzpatrick, Tom

Photo courtesy of
Information
Ross, Chris Riegger, Bill Moran and Karsten Schulz. The Salukis
:;pen against Illinois Sepl. 13.

same in 1980. Rosa should also
be score welt But question
m_arks surround Moran and
Rtegger.
"I think Moran suffered
'sophomoritis' last year, •·

nose dive. Why, I don't know.
But I do feel both will do fine
this season."
Although there isn't a
Sebastion Coe or Steve Ovett on
the squad, Hartzog does put
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Hartzog said of the Riverdale
native.
"Same type of thing with
Ripgger," Hartzog addf'd. "He
had a super first meet, finishing
second for the team, then took a

emphasis on the performances
of Moran and Fitzpatrick as
indicators of how competitive
the Salukis eventually will be.
"If they run consistently
•<"ontinut-d on Pagf' 311

